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III. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this research was to search for errors in the card 
file of X-ray diffraction data prepared by the Joint Committee on Powder 
Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) and, where possible, to find answers for 
the errors. Expected errors include incorrect indexing of reflections, 
incorrect d-values and/or cell dimensions, reflections attributable to 
impurities or a combination of these. 
PROCEDURE 
The procedure used in this investigation was as follows: Initially, 
a mineral in either the tetragonal, hexagonal, orthorhombic or cubic 
crystal system was picked at random from a list of minerals available in 
the Mineralogy museum. The reason for only using minerals in the Mineralogy 
museum was that in order to determine the cause of some errors it may be 
necessary to produce an X-ray diffraction pattern in which case the mineral 
would have to be readily available. Next, the JCPDS card was found for 
the mineral chosen. All the hkl values and corresponding d-values listed 
on that card were fed into a least-squares computer program, prepared by 
C.E. Corbato, for the refinement of cell parameters for a comparison with 
the cell dimensions given on the card. The program includes a least-squares 
procedure minimizing the sum of the squares of the residuals of 1/d2 and a 
non-linear least-squares procedure minimizing the sum of the squares of 
the residuals of theta. At present the program can handle tetragonal, 
hexagonal, orthorhombic and cubic crystal systems only. Therefore, minerals 
(eqn. 1) 
(eqn. 2) 
in the triclinic and monoclinic crystal systems were not considered for 
this investigation. 
The least-squares method is based on the assumption that the variable 
for which the sum of the squares of the residuals to be minimized will be 
randomly distributed about its mean value. In X-ray diffraction this 
variable is usually theta or 2-theta; however, the cell parameters are not 
linearly related to theta. Thus, the least-squares method is only used to 
give a first approximation of the refined cell parameters when the parameter 
minimized is l/d2 • The following example, taken from G&M 637 Coursework, 
illustrates the method of least-squares as applied to cell parameter refinement: 
LEAST-SQUARES REFINEMENT OF CELL PARAMETERS 
TETRAGONAL AND HEXAGONAL 
THEORY 
Consider the d-spacing formulas: 
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r = h +k or 3 (h +hk+k ) , Then A= 2· 
a I 
c = 2 
C I 
eqn. 1 becomes a linear equation in two variables, A and C: 
D = rA~sC 
The "normal" equations for least-squares solution of this linear equation 
are the following: - [u/] A + [~risi] C 
= 
2. 
Solution of these two equations yields A and c, from which a and c can 
be obtained. Let the m.atr ix B. . • [~ '",. 
l.] ~\'ft 
its inverse 
so that B • B-l • l. 
The variance of the unknowns, A and c, is then given by the following: 
tr 2 -
a ( !-2), ( !-2) , where f is the sum of the 
squares of the "residuals", i.e., the differences between 0 0 (derived from 
the observed d's) and D (calculated using the values of A and C). From 
c 
these relationships, it is possible to determine the errors of the cell 
'1 "'" '1 parameters, a 
a 
and a 
c, using the equations a.,. • ( ~~) a,.. 
and ere • :t l/2 [a;! f ] i 
c3 cn-2) 
METHOD 
1. Enter n values of hkl and d 0 (observed). 
2. calculate n values of r, s, and D0 • 
3. calculate the five sums which are functions of r,s, and D0 and 
enter into matrix (1). 
4. Solve for Wlknowns and inverse of matrix (using Gauss-Jordan method): 
a. Divide each term of 1st row of matrix (1) by B 1 and place 
quotients in lst row of matrix (2); divide eac~ term of 2nd 
row of matrix (l) by s 21 and place quotients in 2nd row of 
matrix (2) 
3. 
b. Rewrite 1st row of matrix (2) in 1st row of matrix (3); subtract 
terms of 1st row of matrix (2) from corresponding terms of 2nd row 
and place in 2nd row of matrix (3). 
c. Divide each term in 1st row of matrix (3) by the term now in B,~ 
position of matrix (3) and place quotients in 1st row of matrix (4); 
divide each term in 2nd row of matrix (3) by term now in B~~ position 
of matrix (3) and place quotients in 2nd row of matrix (4). 
d. Subtract terms of 2nd row of matrix (4) from corresponding terms of 
1st row and place in 1st row of matrix (5); rewrite 2nd row of matrix(4) 
in 2nd row of matrix (5) and of matrix (6). 
e. Divide each term in 1st row of matrix (5) by term now in B\\ position 
and place quotients in 1st row of matrix (6). 
5. Calculate n values of D (calculated),~, and d . 
c c 
6. Calculate f. 
7. Calculate a,c,o-a' and eYc 
ALL WORK SHOULD BE RECORDED TO AT LEAST 5 SIGNIFICANT FIGURES; RESULTS 
OF a,c,o- ' and &"" SHOULD BE GIVEN TO 3 FIGURES TO THE RIGHT OF THE DECIMAL 
POINT. a c 
4. 
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The output from the least-squares program, especially the non-linear 
least-squares case, shows whether the JCPDS card contains any possible errors. 
If no major errors were encountered, a new mineral was chosen and the least-
squares procedure was repeated. When the JCPDS card contained a possible 
error it usually showed up as a large deviation between calculated and 
observed residuals of 2-theta. A deviation of about 0.3° 2-theta or greater 
was taken to indicate that the line in question was incorrectly indexed, 
not read properly on the original diffraction pattern, or that the line 
was very weak and its 2-theta value was hard to record accurately. When a 
possible error showed up in the output the next step in the procedure was 
to run a second computer program, commonly referred to as the "hkl generator". 
This program determined the Laue class from the space group number, generated 
all appropriate hkl values and corresponding d-values and ordered the data 
by decreasing d-value. 
The observed d-spacing from the least-squares output, which showed a 
residual of 2-theta of about 0.3° or greater, was then compared to the d-values 
that were calculated in the hkl generator. The d-spacing from the least-
squares output was matched as closely as possible to a d-value from the hkl 
generator and the corresponding hkl values were compared. If the hkl values 
differed, it was likely that the line was incorrectly indexed on the JCPDS 
card. This was checked by inputting the hkl from the hkl generator and 
observed d-spacing from the JCPDS card into the least-squares program. If 
the residual of 2-theta value for that line was now less than 0.3°, then 
it was reasonable to assume that the line in question was incorrectly indexed 
and that the new hkl is a better choice for that line. Unfortunately, the 
new hkl may yield a residual of 2-theta value that was no better or even worse 
6. 
than the original or perhaps the hk.l generator would show that the hk.l 
originally used on the JCPDS card was the only hk.l or at least the best 
hkl for that particular d-spacing. In either case, the next step was to 
find the mineral in the Mineralogy museum, make a powder sample and run an 
X-ray diffraction pattern for that mineral. The 2-theta values could then 
be read directly from this experimental X-ray pattern and the corresponding 
hkl's could be found in two easy steps. First, the d-spacings that corre-
spond to the 2-theta values taken from the X-ray pattern must be found. 
This was accomplished by using a table, prepared by R.T. Tettenhorst, that 
lists 2-~heta values from 1.00° to 179.99° and the corresponding d-spacing 
values in increments of 0.01°. The table is divided into two sections 
"Copper K-alpha" and "Copper K-alpha l". The Copper K-alpha 1 section was 
used when the X-ray peaks showed resolution between K-alpha1 and K-alpha2 , 
otherwise the Copper K-alpha section was used. Once the d-spacings had been 
found in the table, they were matched as closely as possible to the d-spacings 
calculated by the hk.l generator and the appropriate hkl for each d-spacing 
was subsequently found. Finally, the hkl's and their corresponding 2-theta 
values were fed into the least-squares program. If the output showed that 
the line in question now gave a residual of 2-theta value considerably less 
than the original value then it was assumed that the 2-theta value was 
incorrectly read on the original diffraction pattern. However, if the line 
still gave a residual of 2-theta value of about 0.3° or greater, then perhaps 
it represented a weak peak that could not be read accurately, in which case 
no reasonable correction could be offered in this investigation. 
7. 
IV. ANALYSIS OF MINERALS 
The minerals investigated in this paper include thorite, sulvanite, 
xenotime, zincite, nepheline, phosgenite, potassium alum, prehnite, stibnite 
and natrolite. Each mineral was tested according to the procedure described 
in Section III. In addition, thorite, sulvanite, xenotime and zincite were 
initially tested using a least-squares computer program that was found to 
be inferior to the least-squares program that was ultimately used. The 
initial program minimized the sum of the squares of the residuals of l/d2 
but did not contain a non-linear least-squares procedure minimizing the surn 
of the squares of the residuals of theta and for this reason it was abandoned. 
Thorite, sulvanite, xenotime and zincite were subsequently retested with the 
superior program. 
Thorite 
The chemical formula for thorium silicate (thorite) is Thsio4 ; it has 
the same structure as zircon and is a member of the tetragonal crystal system. 
The diffraction work was done in 1958 using Copper K-alpha radiation with a 
wavelength of 1.5418A. The non-linear least-squares output for thorite is 
given in Table 1, page 20. The residuals of 2-theta show that all the lines 
fit very well with the possible exception of the 640 line which is 0.245° 
off, i.e., the difference between the calculated and observed 2-theta values 
is 0.245°. The output also shows that the calculated cell dimensions of 
a = 7.1339A ± .0013 and c = 6.3199A ± .0017 match quite well with the cell 
. dimensions listed on the JCPDS card, a = 7.142A and c = 6.327A. Because the 
cell dimensions fit so well and because 0.245° is not considered a major error, 
no attempt was made in this investigation to improve the residual of 2-theta 
value for the 640 line. 
8. 
Sulvanite 
The chemical formula for copper vanaditml sulfide (sulvanite) is 
Cu3vs4 and it is a member of the cubic crystal system. The diffraction 
work was done using Copper K-alpha radiation with a wavelength of l.5418A 
and with a nickel filter. The non-linear least-squares output for sulvanite 
is given in Table 2, page 21. The residuals of 2-theta show that most of 
the lines fit reasonably well although three lines are greater than 0.2° 
(calculated minus observed 2-theta) , the largest discrepancy being the 311 
line at 0.275°. Even though 0.275° is not considered a major error, the hkl 
generator was run for sulvanite to ascertain that none of the lines showing 
0.2° or greater was incorrectly indexed. The output from the hkl generator 
is given in Table 3, page 22 and shows that in each case when the d-spacings 
are matched as closely as possible, the proper hkl had been chosen on the 
JCPDS card. Therefore, on the basis that the proper hkl's had been used 
and the close fit of the calculated cell dimension, a= 5.3951A ± .0012 with 
the cell dimension listed on the JCPDS card a = 5.391A, the JCPDS card for 
sulvanite contains no errors. 
Xe no time 
The chemical formula for yttrium, erbium phosphate (xenotime) is (Y,Er)P04 
and it is a member of the tetragonal crystal system. The diffraction work was 
done in 1958 using Copper K-alpha radiation with wavelengths of l.5418A and 
l.5405A and with a nickel filter. The non-linear least-squares output for 
xenotime is given in Table 4, page 23. The residuals of 2-theta show that 
all the lines fit very well with the 543 line showing the greatest discrepancy 
at 0.186°. The calculated cell dimensions of a = 6.9026A ± .0010 and 
c = 6.0360A ± .0016 also fit very well with the cell dimensions listed on the 
9. 
JCPDS card a = 6.904A and c = 6.033A. On the basis that the cell dimensions 
and the residuals of 2-theta fit so well (0.186° 2-theta is not considered 
an error) the JCPDS card for xenotime contains no errors. 
Zincite 
The chemical formula for zinc oxide (zincite) is ZnO and it is a 
member of the hexagonal crystal system. The diffraction work was done in 
1957 using Copper radiation with a wavelength of 1.5405A and with a nickel 
filter. The non-linear least-squares output for zincite is given in Table 5, 
page 24. The residuals of 2-theta show that all the lines fit extremely 
well except for the 202 line which shows a major error of 0.951°. In spite 
of the fact that the 202 line is off by 0.951° 2-theta, the calculated cell 
dimensions a = 3.2495A ± .0012 and c = 5.2050A ± .0022 fit exactly with the 
cell dimensions given on the JCPDS card a = 3.249A and c = 5.205A. In order 
to determine if the hkl was incorrectly picked for the 202 line, the hkl 
generating program was run and the output is given in Table 6, page 25. 
The observed d-spacing for the line in error is 1.2250A and when this was 
matched as closely as possible to the d-values given by the hkl generator 
it showed that 202 was the correct hkl for that particular d-spacing. Since 
the hkl was properly picked for the line in error, the next step was to make 
a powder sample of zincite and run an X-ray diffraction pattern. Once the 
diffraction pattern was obtained the peaks were assigned 2-theta values and 
the corresponding d-spacings were found. At this point it should be noted 
that a d-spacing of l.237A was obtained from the diffraction pattern for the 
line in error which was considerably different then the d-value of 1.2250A which 
was listed on the JCPDS card. To ascertain whether 1.237A was the correct d-spacing 
for the 202 line, 13 hkl's and corresponding 2-theta values from the diffraction 
10. 
pattern were input i nto the least-squares program and the non- l inear 
output from this program is given in Table 7, page 25. The residuals 
of 2-theta show that the line that originally gave a d i screpancy o f 0 . 951° 
now gives a discrepancy of only 0.013°. The conclusion was that the d-value 
of l.237A was t he correct value and that the d-value given on the JCPDS 
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The final conclusion was that a typographical error was made on the original 
c ard chat was in the JCPDS file. 
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Nepheline 
The chemical formula for potassium sodium aluminum silicate (nepheline) 
is (Na,K)Alsio4 and it is a member of the hexagonal crystal system. The 
diffraction work was done in 1957 using Copper K-alpha 1 radiation with 
a wavelength of l.54050A and with a nickel filter. The non-linear least-
squares output for nepheline is given in Table 8, page 26. The residuals 
of 2-theta show that all the lines fit extremely well with the largest 
discrepancy being a mere 0.069°. The calculated cell dimensions a= 10.0579A ± 
.0013 and c = 8.4169A ± .0017 fit equally well with the cell dimensions listed 
on the JCPDS card a = 10.060A and c = 8.417A. Obviously, the JCPDS card for 
nepheline contains no errors. 
Phosgenite 
The chemical formula for lead carbonate chloride (phosgenite) is 
Pb2 (co3)cl2 and it is a member of the tetragonal crystal system. The 
diffraction work was done in 1957 using Cobalt K-alpha radiation with a wave-
length of 1.7902A and with an iron filter. The non-linear least-squares out-
put for phosgenite is given in Table 9, page 27· The residuals of 2-theta 
show that all the lines fit very well with the largest discrepancy being 
0.171° for the 401 line. A value of 0.171° 2-theta is not considered a large 
enough error to warrant further investigation. In addition, the calculated 
cell dimensions, a= 8.1122A ± .0023 and c = 8.8258A ± .0061 fit quite well 
with the cell dimensions given on the JCPDS card, a= 8.lllA and c = 8.824A. 
Therefore, the JCPDS card for phosgenite contains no errors. 
12. 
Potassium Alum 
The chemical formula for potassium aluminum sulfate hydrate (potassium 
alum} is KAl(so4 >2 . 12H20 and it is a member of the isometric crystal 
system. The diffraction work for potassium almn was done in 1956 using 
Copper K-alpha 1 radiation with a wavelength of l.5405A and with a nickel 
filter. The non-linear least-squares output for potassium alum is given in 
Table 10, page 28. The residuals of 2-theta show that all the lines fit 
extremely well except for the 752 line which shows a major discrepancy of 
0.464°. In order to find out whether 752 is the correct hkl for the observed 
d-spacing the hkl generating program was run for potassium alum and the output 
from that program is given in Table 11, page 29. When the observed d-spacing 
of l.3853A was matched as closely as possible to the d-values given by the 
hkl generator it was observed that there are two hkl's that could be equally 
correct for ad-spacing of 1.3853A. The acceptable hkl's are 832 and 654, 
2 2 2 both have h +k +l equal to 77. To check this an hkl of 832 was input into 
the least-squares program in place of 752 and the non-linear least-squares 
output from this program is given in Table 12, page 30· The residuals of 
2-theta show that using 832 in place of 752 reduces the discrepancy from 
0.464° to 0.019°. It would appear that 832 and 654 are the correct hkl 
values for ad-spacing of 1.3853A. 
As a final check, a powder sample of potassium alum was made and an 
X-ray diffraction pattern was run. The peaks were assigned 2-theta values 
and corresponding d-values and hkl values were subsequently found. Finally 
53 hkl and corresponding 2-theta values were input into the least-squares 
program. The non-linear least-squares output from that program is given in 
Table 13, page 31. The residuals of 2-theta show that all the lines fit 
13. 
extremely well including the 832 line which shows a discrepancy of only 
0.011°. This was taken as conclusive evidence that the JCPDS card for 
potassium alum was in error and that the hk.l value of 752 should be re-
placed by either an hk.l value of 832 or 654. 
Prehnite 
The chemical formula for calcium aluminum silicate hydroxide (prehnite) 
is ca2Al2si3o10 (0H) 2 and it is a member of the orthorhombic crystal system. 
The diffraction work for prehnite was done in 1975 using Cobalt K-alpha 
radiation with a wavelength of l.7902A. The non-linear least-squares output 
for prehnite is given in Table 14, page 32. The residuals of 2-theta show 
that all the lines fit exceptionally well with the largest discrepancy being 
a slight 0.042°. The calculated cell dimensions a= 4.6368A ± .0013, 
b = 5.4876A ± .0016 and c = 18.4863A ± .0070 fit equally well with the cell 
dimensions listed on the JCPDS card a = 4.642A, b = 5.487A and c = 18.490A. 
The JCPDS card for prehnite contains no errors. 
Stibnite 
The chemical formula for antimony sulfide (stibnite) is Sb2s 3 and it 
is a member of the orthorhombic crystal system. The diffraction work for 
stibnite was completed in 1955 using Copper K-alpha 1 radiation with a 
wavelength of l.5405A and with a nickel filter. The non-linear least-squares 
output for stibnite is given in Table 15, page 33. The residuals of 2-theta 
show that all the lines fit exceptionally well indicating that no errors are 
present in the JCPDS card for stibnite. The calculated cell dimensions also 
fit extremely well with the cell dimensions given on the JCPDS card and this 
reinforces the probability that no errors occurred in the JCPDS card for 
stibnite. 
14. 
JCPDS cell dimensions 
a = ll.229A 
b = 11. 310 
c = 3.8389 
Natrolite 
Calculated cell dimensions 







The chemical formula for the zeolite mineral sodium aluminum silicate 
orthorhombic crystal system. The diffraction work for natrolite was done in 
1966 using Cqpper K-alpha radiation with a wavelength of l.5418A and with 
a nickel filter. The nonlinear least-squares output for natrolite is given 
in Table 16, page 34. The residuals of 2-theta show that although many of 
the lines fit very well there are also numerous major discrepancies including 
one line of 3.074°. The hkl generating program was run because of the 
apparent indexing problems and the output from that program is given in 
Table 17, page 35. When the observed d-spacings of all the bad lines were 
matched as closely as possible to the d-values given by the hkl generator, 
the following hkl's appear to be better choices: 
Corresponding 
new hkl d-value hkl replaced 
371 2.2880 800 
153 1.9070 911 
2100 1.8240 822 
1020 1. 7970 533 
4100 1. 7240 951 
791 1.5740 1022 
4102 1. 5270 424 
4120 1.4680 444 
953 1.3850 464 
4122 1. 3420 084 
1280 1. 2740 844 
1262 1. 2630 355 
515 1.2370 155 
1151 1.2180 355 
15. 
The new hkl values were input into the least-squares program and the 
non-linear portion of the least-squares analysis is given in Table 18, 
page 36. The residuals of 2-theta now show that all the lines fit very 
well with the exception of the 153 line. The hkl value of 153 replaced the 
hkl value of 911 but in doing so increased the discrepancy from 0.408° 
2-theta to 0.657° 2-theta indicating that 153 is not a better choice for 
that line. However, taking the observed d-spacing for the 911 line 
(1.9070A} and matching it as closely as possible to the d-values given by 
the hkl generator (see Table 17, page 35), it can be seen that the closest 
matches are the 911 (l.9310A} and the 153 (1.8824A}. Since neither the 
911 nor the 153 fit the observed d-spacing of 1.9070A very closely, it may 
indicate that particular peak on the diffraction pattern was very weak 
(the intensity for that peak given on the JCPDS card was 4, on a scale of 
100 being equal to the intensity of the strongest peak} and an accurate 
2-theta value was unobtainable. Therefore, for the purpose of this investi-
gation, the 911 line (on the basis that it gave a smaller discrepancy} was 
taken as the correct hkl for the observed d-spacing of 1.9070A. All the 
other hkl values, which were tried as replacements for hkl values listed on 
the JCPDS card, were considered the correct hkl values for those particular 
d-spacings. It is also important to note that the calculated cell dimensions 
fit the cell dimensions given on the JCPDS card much closer when the new hkl 
values were input into the least-squares program. 
JCPDS dimensions 
a = 18.284A 
b = 18.620 
c = 6.592 
Cell dimensions calculated 
with new hkl values 






Cell dimensions calculated 
with original hkl values 
18.1897A ± .0526 
18.6078 ± .0697 
6.6141 ± .0132 
As a final note, had time permitted, an experimental diffraction pattern 
would have been run for natrolite in order to ascertain the true nature of 
the discrepancy of the 911 line. 
17. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of my results in this investigation, the minerals which 
were analyzed can be classified into one of two categories based on the 
amount of discrepancy between the calculated and observed 2-theta values. 
The first category included the minerals analyzed which showed a maximum 
discrepancy of 0.280° 2-theta,andsince a discrepancy of 0.300° 2-theta 
was taken as the minimum value which constituted a major error, the JCPDS 
cards for all the minerals in category 1 (for the purposes of this investi-
gation) contained no errors. The minerals in category 1 are thorite, sulvanite, 
xenotime, nepheline, phosgenite, prehnite and stibnite. The second category 
contained the minerals which were analyzed that had at least one line which 
showed a discrepancy of 0.300° 2-theta or greater. The minerals in category 2 
include zincite, potassium alum and natrolite. The JCPDS card for each of 
these minerals contained at least one major error. 
The major discrepancy in zincite was found to be a typographical error 
in the d-value given on the original JCPDS card for the 202 line. 
The major discrepancy in potassium alum was due to an indexing problem 
with the 752 line. The correct hkl value for a d-spacing of 1.3853A was 
found to be either 832 or 654, not 752 as given on the JCPDS for potassium 
alum. 
There were numerous major discrepancies in natrolite and at least all 
but one were due to improper indexing of hkl values. All of the improperly 
indexed hkl values were eventually corrected with the possible exception of 
the 153 line, which may represent more than an indexing problem. However, 
due to lack of time no further investigation of the 153 line was possible. 
18. 
VI. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
A further investigation of natrolite, specifically the running of 
an experimental X-ray diffraction pattern, would likely give the reason 
for the large discrepancy in the 911 line, which remained unanswered in 
this investigation. Also, due to the number of discrepancies between 
calculated and observed 2-theta encountered in this investigation (three 
out of ten minerals studied contained major errors)1 it is highly probable 
that further research into the JCPDS card file would yield numerous errors. 
Many of those errors could be easily corrected using methods identical to 
those described in this investigation. 
19. 
A= 7.1339.6. c: = 
+I- C..0013 
SSR I DEGREES 2-THETAI: 
6. 31 99A 
0.0017 




HK L 2-THETA DfOBSI DICALC:I 110••2 2-THETA 
1 0 l 18.785 4.7200 4.73G6 O.GOC20 O.G42 
_.2_D_ !l_---25. 063 _____ ~--55D0 _____ __,....566!1 ____ D. OJ075 0.121 __ 
2 1 I 31.452 2.8420 2.e.c.eo 0.00052 0.068 
1 1 2 33.458 2.6760 2.6779 G.OGC20 O.G25-
2 2 0 35.655 2.5160 2.5222 0 .00078 O.u91 
_2_ 0 -2--38.083_ _2.3_610 .___3653 0.__00065 O.DJ2_ 
3 Ci 1 40.566 2.2220 2.2256 0.00066 0.069 
1 0 3 44.855 2.0190 2.C2C4 0.00034 O.G32 
3 2 1 48.238 1.8850 1.8882 O.OOC95 O.C87 
• L2 __ 49.669 .83_40 l.8360 0.00066 D.059_ 
4 0 u 51.222 1.7820 1.7835 0.00052 0.045 
2 l 3 52.l.J05 1.7570 1.7580 O.OOC35 O.u31 
4 1 l 55.042 1.6670 1.6688 C;.00078 O.G65 
_4_2_0 __ 57.J9_4---- i._s_9_40 1_.___~<:/.52 o_._00058 0.047 
C 0 4 58.436 1.5780 1.5800 0.00100 o:o"&_O __ 
3 3 2 62.538 1.4840 l.1;844 0.00024 0.018 
2 0 4 64.476 1.4440 1.4446 O.OOG40 0.030 
-1- ~-i --n:~~~-- i:}~~g f:-}~§l -g-:gggJg-----=-8:8~-~-
s 2 1 72.933 l.296G 1.2965 O.GCJC50 O.u36 
5 l 2 73.995 1.2800 1.2793 -C.00068 -0.048 
_4_4_0 __ 75.232 l._2620 L._26U -0.00090 -0.063 
i 0 s 76.442 i.2450 1.2446 -o-_-o;ro.tt2 -0:029-
6 u C: BC. 758 1.1 B9u 1.1890 -0 .00003 -O.OG2 
4 0 4 81.336 1.1820 1.1826 O.OJG77 0.053 
__ 2 _ _l _ 5 __ Bl • 9 2 4 1. l 7 5 0 1. 1 7 5 l 0 • 0 0 0 l 4 0 • 0 l 0 
6 t l 83.925 1-.1520 i-.-1531 o·::ooT45 o·.-099--
s 3 2 ~4.923 1.1410 l.14C9 -0.00Cll -O.OG8 
t_ 2 0 B6.l37 1-1280 l.l28:J -0.00005 -0.0Q4 
_4_2_4___:__B6.615 l._1230 1.1225 -0.00064 -0.044 
5 4 l B9.203 l.0970 1:(;972 0-:-00031 0:021 
3 2 5 92.650 1.0650 l.C-652. ·0.00029 0.020 
6 3 1 94.496 1.0490 l.G487 -C.00051 -0.G34 
_1_1__6 ____ %.558 ___ 1.0320 1.0311 -0.00168 -0.115 
~ i 3 97.567 1.0-240 r:c24·1 o---:-oonr------0:090--
4 1 5 97.953 1.0210 1.0206 -O.OOC68 -0.046 
1 0 1 99.936 1.0060 1.0061 (J .00024 . 0.017 
_n_4_o_102.02.!t- _o._9_910 0--98_93 --o_._00_353 ·-o_._24_5_ 
4 4 4 102.744 0.9860 0.9856 -0.00078 -0.054 
TABLE I 
Non-Linear Least-Squares OUtput for Thorite 
SSR = Sum of the Squares of the Residuals 
RMS = Root Mean Squares 
20. 
REFINE~ENT MINIMIZING 
-A: ----S :-3 951 A----· --
+I- 0. 0012 
THE SUM CF THE SQUARES OF THE RESIDUALS OF THETA 
S..SP~JDEGREES. Z-:.THETA) ; ______ __._.._33l_6ll=_OA...__. ________ _ 
~MS RESIDUALS !DEGREES 2-THETAI: l.2596D-Ol 
RESIDUALS 
__e_K_l_ --2:::THETA._ !!lBS_) ____ ...._(CALC_..__ __ lJD*_*2 _______ 2-_THE_T_f!_ 
l 0 0 16.402 5.4000 5.3951 -O.ODOC6 -0.015 
l 1 I 28.587 3.1200 3.1149 -0.00034 -0.048 
2 0 G 33.152 . :2.7000 2.6976 -O.OJ.025 -0.031 
_2 __ i_o __ 37.44l 2._4_oao 2._4-128 o_.00103 ______ 0~2c_6_ 
2 2 0 4 7 • 5 6 6 l • 9'1 iJ 0 1 • 9 0 7 5 - 0. 0 0 (; 73 - 0 • C6 1 
3 u G 50.553 1.8040 ·1.7984 -0.00192 -0.169 
3 l l 56.251 1.6340 1.6267 -0.00337 -0.275 
_3_2_0 __ 61.752 t._5_010 1.4963 -G.C:.277 -G.213 
" o o &9.64o 1.3490 1.348-s -G-.uoo"n -0~01_3_ 
4 1 G 72.158 l.3080 1.3085 0.00046 0.033 
3 3 1 77.lGl 1.2360 1.2377 0.00163 0.128 
4 2 O 79.391 1.2060 1.2064 C.00045 0.031 
4 2 l 81.755 '1.1770 ·1.1773 G.OOC39 0.027 
4 2 2 68.793 1.1010 1.1013 0.00042 0.029 
5 1 1 9 5. 9 4(J 1 • 0 3 7 u 1. c 3 8 3 0. 0 0 2 3 2 0. 15 9 
5 2 0 100.482 l.002C. l.C.Gl9 -G.GGC29 -O.G2Ci 
4 4 o 107.854 0.9530 0.9537 ll.Oul70 0.121 
4 4 l 110.059 0.9400 0.9392 -0.00199 -0.144 
5 3 1 11 5 • 4 5 B .O • 9 11 0 0 • 91 1 9 0 • 0 J 2 5 0 0. 1 8 6 
___b _z _ _o __ l29 • .11 7 ______ D .B.53D -R53C: -~ .08015 ________ 0. 013 __ 
6 2 l 132.054 0.8430 O. 8426 -G. C0140 -0.128 
TABLE 2 
Non-Linear Least-Squares Output for Sulvanite 
21. 
SULVANITE 11-104 
H K L D 
-- ·-- - ,-
1 0 Q. :.3910 
1 1 (' 3.8120 
H K L D H K l 
. --1 - 1--l- -3.1125---------------·-··-
2 lJ (• 2. 6955 
2 1 0 2.41C9 
2 1 l 2. 20 09 
---2 --2-!l---1~90.f:C--------
3 0 0 1.7970 
2 2 1 1.7970 
3 l O l.7C•4e 
~-- 3 - l--1 - l.b254 ·---------·-- ··- -----· 
2 2 2 l.55l2 
3 2 0 1.4952 
3 2 l 1.4408 
0 H K L D 
__ 4 _ __L)__{j_l.34l3 --- ----·-------------- ·-- --------------------
4 l 0 1.3075 
3 2 2 i.::,075 
3 3 0 1.2707 
--- 4 - l-L -l.2JCJ ---·- --- ---·------- ---- ··- --- - -- . --------------
3 3 l 1.2368 
4 2 0 l.2C55 
4 2 1 l.17l:4 
____ 3 _ 3 - 2---1-1454 --- -----·-- - -··- ----··-···-·--··-. - . -- --·-----------
4 2 2 1.1004 
5 0 0 1.07E2 
4 3 0 l.u7S2 
. -- 5_.l ___ (, _ _l.057-3 ·------- - ·- -- ·-· -·----·- ------ .. ·-----· 
4 3 1 1.0573 
5 1 1 l.ll375 
3 3 3 l.C375 
-- 5---2 -0 - l • .UO 11----·------ -- --- ---· -·. - - . ·-----·. 
4 3 2 1.0Gll 
I 5 2 1 C.98.t,3 
I 4 4 0 0.9530 
'.___4-4--1--0. 93-8 5 ---- - -------------- -------
5 2 2 C.93E5 
s 3 ·o o.9245 
4 3 3 0.9245 
--S---3--l---{).-Ql-1-2-----------------------------------
6 0 0 0.8985 
4 4 2 0.8985 
6 1 0 0.9863 
__ . -6 -l--1----0 • .a 74 5 
5 3 2 0.8745 
6 2 0 0.8524 
5 4 0 0.84lc:l 
_{, _ _2___1_ o. 8.4..l.9 
4 4 3 0.8419 
I 
-------------· ----- -· -----
--- - --------------------
TABLE 3 
HKL Generating Output for Sulvanite 
22. 
-l;EfltJ[!~ENT MJNIMIZll\JG THE SU.'( OF-lHCS')lJARES UF THE-REsrouALS OF-THETA-. 
A= 6.9026A C= 6. j360A 
t/- 0.0010 0.0016 
SSR !DEGREES 2-THETAI: 2 .04020-01 
R.MS R.ESIDLJALS IDfGf.<EES 2-THETAI: 7.23270-c-02 
RESIDUAL 5 
HK l 2-THETA DIDBSI DICALCI 1/0**2 2-THETA 
1;) l 19.493 4.5500 4.5438 -0.00013 -0.027 
- 2_D __ (J_ -- 25. B c,2:_ _______ _3. 45.:; u _____ 3. 4 513 _____ 0. 0.0 006 ________ D. 01 O __ _ 
2 1 1 32.533 2.750~ 2.748.; -O.Oli016 . -O.G2C. 
11 2 35.022 2.5600 2.566g C.OOC82 0.098 
2 2 c 36.805 2.4400 2.4404 0.00006 0.007 
_2__J 2 39.672 _______ 2.2700 2.2719 0.00032 0.035 
3 D l 41.988 2.15:JCi 2.-150C----O.OOG01- -O-.uGl--
1 0 3 47.071 1.9290 1.9316 C.OG.073 0.)68 
:." 2 1 49.960 l. 824:) 1. 8248 0.00028 0.025 
_31_2 __ .51.657 ______ l.76'30 l._7687 _____ o_._O_J025 0.021 
4 0 0 53 .... 44 1.7250 1.7256 C.OOC25 o.;:22 
2 1 3 54.440 1.684.J l.6856 G.OGC66 O.G55 
4 l 1 56.935 1.6160 1.6132 -0.00132 -0.107 
_4_ 2 __ c ___ . .59.895 __________ 1.5_43:1_ l_._5_4_35 0.00025 ______ 0.020_ 
0 Q 4 6l.2G9 l.5130 1.50% -G.00231 -0.179 
3 3 2 65.082 1.4320 1.4321 C..08008 G.G~6 
2 ii 4 67.692 1.3830 1.3826 -G.OJC28 - -0.021 
--5.0 L 6g.818 ______ l.3_460 1.3458 -0.00019 -0.014-
2 2 4 73. 793 1. 2 830 1-:-2 835 ____ c-:-00c44--·---o. G3 l --
s l 2 77.175 1.2350 1.2352 O.OOG16 0.011 
. 4 4 C: 78.227 1.2210 l.2202 -O.OOC86 -0.060 
_6_0_C_ 94.105 _________ l.t_5:iJ l.15G4 0.00057 0.039 
so 3 ss.292 1.1310 i:D83 0-:-ouT8c----o.123-
2 1 5 86.519 1.1240 1.1243 ~.00041 0.028 
6 l 1 87.491 1.1140 1.1152 0.00179 0.122 
__ 5.3 2_ _____ 88.691_ _______ l.lOZO___ l.lu2::i 0.00006 O.OJ4 
6 2 o 89. 826 l.091 o f~;A14-----o--:-00061·-----o~J42-
s 2 3 90.996 1.0800 t.C810 0.00166_ 0.113 
! 2 5 97.824 1.0220 l.0211 -0.00161 -0.111 
___ L_3_ l _____ 98. B 66 --- -------~1. G 14::.0_ t. ~ 1_43 o_._OJ_C66 o_._0_46 __ 
6 l 3 102.310 o.9890 o.9884 -c..00122 -o.;;85 
: l 1 6 102.905 0.9349 0.9853 (J.00083 0.058 
_ 6 4 0 107.102 0.9576 0.9572 - -O.OOC87 -0.062 
~-;- ~--- H~:i~§ -- -------i:-i-i~l 8-~-~i~~ =8 :gg~~g-----=8:~~~ --
. 3 1 6 114.904 0.9138 0.9136 -O.OOC42 -0.031 
' t: 2 4 121.096 0.8346 .0.8843 -0.00075 -0.060 
:_]_3_2___125.1G2 ________ C.868_J O,Jl_Q.81 DJ_OOO_l7 0_.0_14. 
8 0 0 126.315 0.8633 0.8628 -G.00148 -0.12? 
TABLE 4 
Non-Linear Least-Squares Output for Xenotime 
23. 
----- . - --·-- ----
='. ErPff'~!'"JT Ml~l"IJZl"JG THE SU'4 OF THF .S'lUAPES or TrlERF.SlDUALS- riF-i"HE_T __ A 
A= 3.?40'ih C= · 5;2:"150A 
-~_J~-- __ _i_ • :::, CJ 2 _______ _G___.__0~~·~7__,_____ ___________ _ 
ssi; IOFGPFFS :>-lH(TAl: 
-ys PfSJnuals IDFGPFES 2-T~ET~1: 9.2328fl-Ol ! .B492D-Ol 
TSTDUALS---
H KL 2-1HFTt. O!QBSI OICALCl 1/0**2 2-THETA 
1 :> C• ~1.75J :?.816'.l 2.FJ141 -C.CC:Ol7 -O.C22 
_ ____o ___ iL2 ___ ._4 ~30 _____ __,_"'._6_02.D _____ ~?~. 6Q?5 G. OJ005 O __ .Qi)7_ 
1 o 1 36.251 2.476:, 2.4755 -cO::o6001 -o.oos 
1 O 2 47.r:;,41 l.9llC l.91G7 -.:..OCOOQ -O.CJ9 
1 l G 5h."i53 l.6?f:>Q 1.6247 -L..OOC5c; -0.04A 
l ') 3 fr?.?.68 1.477CI 1.4760 -0.00009 -0.007 
2 Jo £--h.3% l.4072 1.4011 0.00004 o.:>::i3 
1 l ? 67.915 1.-::\79:J 1.378:? -G.OOC61 -O.C..45 
2 O 1 6°.055 l.~590 1.358?. -C.OCC•55 -O.G4C 
0 Cl 4 7?.601'1 1.3010 1.3012 0.00022 0.015 
? 0 2 77.923 1.225') 1.2377 0.01365 0.951 
1 0 4 Rl.4C3 1.1312 1.1811 -w.OvC14 -O.C09 
? O 3 Q9.6?7 1.0929 1.0928 -C..OJC09 -0.CiGt. 
__i_} ___ .o___----92.J.J_J,_ ~D':.39 l 0636 -:C'.ODD!f3 _______ =0 • .D3_Q __ _ 
2 1 1 95.3C8 1.0422 1.0421 -l...00017 -0.012 
1 1 4 C?f'.629 1.015£ l.Gl57 -G.OGC2.B -O.Gl9 
2 l 7 102.919 0.9'348 0.9846 -r.OC046 -0.032 
_J__o _ _s_ lJl.. lb-5__ 0.9_7~ 0._2_l_f:~ -('. OJ_Ol .'.+ _______ -O_._J 1.0_ 
2. CJ 4 107.444 0.9555 0.9553 -C·.00037 -0.026 
"3 () 0 lll.374 c.93q2 C.938::: -.:..O.J038 -G.u2B 
2 l 3 llf, • .,fl3 0.9069 0.9G6R -Q.OGG27 -0.021 
-3 __ D_2 __ 121.55l__ .__'3_'17"1 o_.____!IB25 -o __ • __ O_)P39 -0___._03_1_ 
I) 0 6 125.22Cl ~- 86'75 o. 8675 -0.00002 -0.002 
2 O 5 133.069 0.8360 0.6369 -G.OOC14 -O.G13 
l :> 6 J3t,.6Jl 0.829') G.829:: -C.00001 -0.uOl 
__2._l_~ __ L3'3 .__5'.)4__ o._B.23 __ 7 o. R7r35 -G. OJ C63 -0. 0~4 
2. 2. 0 H.".1'197 0.'1125 o---=-P- 2-4------=G.00049 -).-056-
TABLE 5 
Non~Linear Least-Squares Output for Zincite 
24. 
--------------·-- --- -------------------
H K l D H K L D H K L ·D H K L D 
---------- - - ---------- ---------------
I 1 o o 2.0131 I o o 2 2. 60 2 s 
:---1---0--L- ~-4752 ------- -- ----- ------- ---- -------------
1 l 0 2 1.91(<(: 
l l 0 1.6245 
l 0 3 l.4H8 
-~2_o __ o__ l.4c;6S ______________ _ 
l 1 2 1.3781 
i 2 o l l.35El 
1 0 0 4 1. 30 12 
_. _z__t:1_ 2_ l.237c. _________________________________ _ 
l 0 4 1. 18 11 
2 0 3 l.OS-28 
2 l 0 1.0635 
__ _2__1. __ l_l.0420 - ---------
1 t 4 i.01sc 
2 l 2 C.'i845 
l 0 5 C.97t3 
L-2 __ !) __ 4 __ (-. 9 5 5 3 --- ---- -- _· _____ --- --
- -----·-----------3 0 0 G.9375 
. 3 0 1 C.9230 
I 2 l 3 (. 9C c 7 
:.._____)__!_ o___z __ 0 • .9824 - . ---- --- --- ------ ------- --------
0 0 6 C.8675 
2 CJ 5 O.B3t8 
l 0 6 0.8290 
__ _3 _!L:_3 __ C.8251 
- - - -- -- - ----- - --- --------2 l 4 (1.6235 
2 2 0 0.8123 
TABLE 6 
HKL Generating Output for Zincite 
A[FI~E~ENT MINIMIZING THE SU~ Of THE SQUAPES CF THE RESIDUALS OF THETA 
-A=---3 :24A3A- - - - -C=-- -5.-ZC 53A-- --------------------- ----- -- --------
+I- O.OCC7 0.0312 
.S...SR_l DEGREES 2:-: THETAL: _____________ 2 ... 2t~JD-=.02 _______ _ 
;<~S P.ESIDUALS IDEGP.HS 2-THETAl: 4.17510-02 
RES IDIJA Ls 
__ J-__ K._...1_ __ .2-T HE.I.A___ __:__QI.JBS l_ D l.U·LCJ ____ u_.D**2 _______ 2_-JHETA 
· 1 o o 31.840 2.aoe2 2.Pl3l 0.00044 0.057 
C'O 2 34.460 2.bC05 2.~026 0.00025 0.030 
1 0 l 36 • 3 7 0 2. 4 t 3 2 2. 4 7 4 B G. 0 u C 8 B 0. 1 0 l 
__ J-i) .!.J-5.6D ___ ---1-91.J.3_ ____ Ls.J.D4 _____ 0.00CD4_ O.OD3_ 
l lo 56.630 I.6240 1.6242 o.oocoa 0.001 
l 0 3 62.950. 1.4753 1.4768 G.OOCS3 0.071 
l 1 2 bP..000 ·1.3775 l.377C C.00029 O.G22 
_ _2_D_2 ___ TLD .. lD__ .221 -----1..23_]_ .0. DOC.1-9___ ·o .013_ 
2 CJ 3 P':l.650 1.0927 l.C926 -D.OOC07 -0.J05 
2 l 1 95.344 l.~419 1.0417 -0.00028 -0.019 
l 0 5 104.150 o.q765 0.9763 -G.GOC34 -0.024 
_L._1_3 __ l 16.31 o_~ ____ 0.9._0_t-s _o._._Q_06.6 -o_.oo_os_1 _____ -_o. OJ_9_ 
2 0 5 134.0C.O C;.6368 C..63t8 -0.00006 -0.005 
TABLE 7 
Non-Linear Least-Squares Output for Zincite Using Experimental 2-Theta Values 
25. 
---· ~ ... 
jPfFl".l..'lff'\:T •.qrH"l71~'·> Tt-<E 5;;·~ .CF TH!: S::lU~t~t:::i. ut in:: t«L~J:J'.J•<L5 ur- lru ... ii• 
.- J3.'11~9A 
--------1)-.~o 11------
S5P lflEGPE!:S- 2-lHET!l: 
i; ... c PESIDUALS tor:;oq:c: 2-T'-l!=UI: 
J ·'"'-';5Pfl-Q? 
2.32'1<71-02 
~E SIDU4L ~ 
I-' I\ L 2-lH!:TA D!D3SI DICALC) l/C=it-2 2-THETA 
1 1 C--·--~17.blA ':.0:>8C 5.C.2<;0;;.------0.0·)C02 -0.004 1~2 lJ c 2U.39'?------z .. :-3?TCJ .t,055 u-:-n'.YC13 • 02S-l l 1 . 2 0 • 5 4 2 4 • 3 2.) 0 4 • 3 l 7 l -c.. • 0 j ju 7 - 0 • 0 ir ..
I 0 {)? 21.08"> 4.:>l'.L:l 4.2085 -G.SQC(,4 -0.008 
2 u l ·22.96."> 3.370J 3.P681 -O.OOC'07 -0.012 I iJ z 2T."""4--S~1-- ...... ·--:-~ p,·=i;:, _"":/al:) c0--:-n-0·:i01------...,;;o"'"'."""o""o<-.;;2 
2 l 0 27.Gt,7 3.2~t..:, 3.2c;z2 -C.CCClO -G.015 
2 l l 20.111 1.C))5J 1.(•66') C .0Jl..'.U7 0.010 
? o 2 ">c;.:.1'14 :.on: 3.C2l-4 -J.oJ:04 -o.ooc. j-u o 3J-:T53--------~.9:.5.... .·q,3 -u~vo~1....;3~-----_...;:.o-;uir-
. l D 3 33.'>3t ?.<.,1::;~ 2.t:71..5 8.0::l.:J06 0.007 
I 2 l 2 34.562 ?.593J ?.5930 u.CQCOl 0.001 
I 2 2 C "'J,5.o7CI ?.515) ?.5145 -O.OOC07 -0.008 
--:rl. O 11.2:~ ---- ---7:z.1::;:------7.-q5(f'~ · :-u"J0L ~~ 
3 0 2 37.6C3 z.3ci:~ . 2.3999 -G.CGC\:2 -O::.u:i2 
£ 0 3 38.ll~ 2.3'iQJ 2.3596 - .... CC•C;ub -0.007 
; l 1 3"!.74? :>.V::>:J 2.32.?l O.OOCOl o.Gul 
1 · z;2 v2' u2 4 t-:-lf37 - - -----r."177? 2. 1770 -;-:Jv\;uo a. o~ ti1.s21 ?.I 51'\.? 2.15P'l c.00001 0.001 
1 i l 3 4 2 • 2 g 1 ;i • i ; 5 :J 2. l 3 s 4 o • Jo c c e ·o. o ')a 
' G 0 4 42.93?. ?.1 J.+o ?.1042 -(J.JJuOB -0.0JB 
3 I 2 q~ L-- -- ------z~ ~::- -:U 95:'- : DTDt. ~. 
3 z G 45.32Cl i.oQc;J l.SQE3 -0.CuCl7 -J.vl7 
3 2 I 46.661 1.<1;50 l.t'l443 -c..ouu20 -O.ul9 
l 1 4 t.6.814 J.o~aJ 1.941? O.OJC59 0.055 n1 c 41.83.,. --i--;-9-S'J..J- ~uGS o:u-0-022 c.ozo-2 0 4 47.968 l.3~5~ 1.8947 -G.JJ010 -0.0~9 l l 49.135 'l.f1527 1.8541 C.OOC43 O.G39 
3 2 2 50.532 1.?J;7 1.6051 O.OOC15 0.013 
".., 3 53.21:;--------1:T2:;-~-- :12c2 J--;--oTOT-U O.vOll 
3 0 4 53.712 ~.7C51 l.7G38 -C..CCC51 -0.043 
3 3 l 55.913 J..t-:..5'.J. 1.6440 -(;.UOCJ% -0.G65 
3 2 3 56.492 · l.t-276 l.6.777 C.00003 0.002 I :5 v 2 5J;"T9-c-------i. ~, v..,.., •.fl CCC ~D-Ci:1 o. 00'9""~ ' 
.
. 24 .. ~.·3S.· 58.599 1.5?.;:; 'l.573t:. ,. -C;.GG019 ··; -0.015 
"' SB.743 i.510; i • .s102. -o.cocn.. · .:· -0.013 
TABLE 8 
Non-Linear Least-Squares Output for Nepheline 
26. 
,A= f'.1122A C= 
;+/- (;.CC29 
S si: ID EG RE ES 2-T H ET Al: 
8.d:?58A 
J.GC72 
P.MS RESIDUALS !DEGREES 2-THETAl: 
2 • l 54 30 0 1 
7 .96000-02 
R':S I DUALS 
h Kl 2-THETA DCOBSl DICALCl l/DH2 2-THETA 
1 l 0 1 5. 5 0 6 5. 7 l c :1 5 • 7 3 62 (' • 0 ~ (12 8 0 • 0 7 l 
0 0 2 20.165 4.400'.) 4.4129 O.OOC30 0.059 
2 0 0 21.983 4.04JJ 4.C561 O.OOC.49 0.088 
2 l 0 24.640 3.61C.~ 3.6279 0.00(175 0.123 
l·l 2 25.427 3.5.:i:;: 3.4976 -0.00Cll -0.018 
7 0 2 2 9 • 8 5 8 2 • 9 9 0 0 2 • 9 8 6 3 -0 • 0 0 C· 2 8 - 0 • 0 3 8 
2 2 c 31-.2.!>.9 , .R.t:n._:i _____ ---2......B.ub'-"'P:..1..l ____ ......,o-..0ilil69 _o.o9.D_ 
2 l 2 32.054 2.1qe,:, 2.ao24 o.oull4 o.146 .. -
3 l 0 35.C22 2.56;)G 2.5653 0.00063 0.075 
7 2 2 37.441 2.40QJ 2.4048 C.OGC69 0.078 
2 1 3 39._!t91 ___z.z3:rn_ _._21tso Q.__o.o_c_a.5 o._o9L_ 
-:. l 2 40. 796 2.21(.;J 2.2178 O.OJ144 0.150 
4 0 0 44.599 2.03::,::, 2.C.281 -Ci.OOC47 -0.045 
. I, 0 l 46.034 1.97!)0 1.9765 ().0Jl70 0.161 
__:._2_0 4 46 ._7 8..8_ L.9_4 0 Q_ -- • ..93...8 2 -C' .... O Q.0_4 9 _____ __::_0 ._0~3-
3 3 0 47 .568 1.9 lC.G 1.9121 O.OJC59 O. 055 
2 1 4 48.184 1.8870 1.8852 -0.00055 -0.050 
4 0 2 49.468 1.8 410 1. R428 0. 00(56 0.050 
4 2 o_so ... 0_1_s .R20'.) l.!1139 -o.01J202 -·0.119 4· l 2 sc.673 i.sJ:r;; -i-:T9-7~ -0.00104 -o-:-oi:n-
3 3 2 52.005 1.7">7') 1.7545 -0.0C(;9q -0.;)81 
1 ~ l 4 54.864 l.6720 l.672e 0.00034 0.028 
~-1 3 56.J.U ______ l._6 3f:-0__ ._6355 -o_._0002.5__ -0._020_ 
2 1 5 58.033 1.5930 1.5872 -0.00038 -0.030 
5 2 o 61.434 i.s::iao I.5Cb4 -o.ouu94 -0.012 
5 1 2 62.027 1.4950 1.4966 G.OOC98 0.076 
4 l 4 63.250 l.~69_0 _____ l_~Q.85 -O.OuG33 -0.025 
3 3 4 64.426 1.4450 I.445G -o-:-o:ro-01 -o:soi-
5 2 2 65.390 1.4260 1.4256 -O.OOG26 -0.019 
4 2.4 66.654 l.4()2') 1.4012 -0.00057 -0.042 
'-5-3 (, 6L..14l__ l •. 3_'!.30 h.3~.2 -0.00131 -0.097 
4 4 2 68.766 l.364C.. 1.3638 -o:-000T2- -0.009-
\ /; o .o 69.463 1.3'>20 1.3520· ·0.00003 -0.002 
s 3 2 10~967 i.321e· l.32t:9 -o.oocn -0.009 
TABLE 9 
Non-Linear Least-Squares Output for Phosgenite 
27. 
s-scrog·RE:rs-2·.:...-1H"nAT:- ----- - --2 :-3-toeo-.J1----------- ------- ------ ----- ---
0..,s RESIDUALS (OEGPEES 2-THETAI: 6.17860-02 . 
_ _ __ __ _____ __ ___ RE'S IDUlll ~ 
HK L 4::-T+-IE°TA 010951 OTCALCl --fTD*"*"?. - -- 2~THETA 
1 1 1 12.599 7.02JJ 7.G212 O.OulOl o.c::iz 
2 l .0 16.?80 5.44·.J) 5.438h -O.OOC02 -0.0::>4 
2 1 l JI.868 !;._96:~ _______ 4_.__'1_6_L,_8 O_L00_008 ________ 0_.017 __ 
7? G 20.649 4.29~::-, 4.29<;6 G.O::J.C:04 . C.G08 
2 2 1 21.912 4.u5)J 4.0537 C:.OGG02 O.Ou4 
'3 l 1 24.251 3.667u 3.6h67 -0.0'JOOl -0.002 
_-3_..L_L __ n.!120__ .2 sc.:i 3.230? o_._0~001 _________ 0._oo_z __ 
4 G G 29.365 3.v39J 3.C4C3 C.00009 J.013 
4 l G 30.272 2.9500 2.S495 -0.00(04 -O.LG5 
4 1 1 31.le2 ?.8'>6) 2.'!664 0.0JC03 0.004 
_3_3__l ___ 32.J6.5_ ?.7i'l?'.: ?._7899 _ 0.0c)C09 0.011 4 2 c 32.914 ----2:r1'1::.------2.1193-----··c.cJCC3____ - ·o.cc,4-
.., 2 1 33.744 ?.~540 2.6538 -~.0(1(!02 -C.C.03 
·3 3 2 34.562 2.593.:. . 2. 5928 -O.OJC03 -0.003 
__ 4_2_2 ____ ,36.160 _______ 2.4 '12: .. 2 • .'.+82!. __ :__ _____ Cl.O'.:JL05 __ O. 006 
·4 3 1 37.695 2.3'l'lC ·2.395~ -:.cccoc -0.0bO 
5 1 1 3q.43g 2.34J2' 2. 34G4 C. CCCC6 O.C;J7 
4 3 2 39.874 2.259J 2.258?> -G.O·JC13 -0.014 
c . .2._l ____ 4:: .6C5 ______ 2. 2_221 v -~ __ _ __ 2. 22 C.1 ______ u. U.J.006 --· __________ O ~ 006_ 
4 4 C . 41.9P.8 2.15~) 2.14<;8 -C.GGC04 -G.0Ci4 
5 2 7 42.653 2.1 B) 2.ll 7G -O.C8C22 -0.022 
4 3 3 43.362 . 2.095:] 2.C856 O.OJ014 0.013 
_5_3 __ L __ · .4.4.D28 _______ 2. 8-55 :i ________ _ 2. 0556 ___ ____ u. OJ 014 __________ O. 01 4 __ 
c G C 4 4. 6 6 9 2. u :n ~, 2 • C 2 6 9 -2 • 0;.: G 0 4 - C • u C 3 
6 l G 45.305. 2.JJJJ 1.c,c;c;3 -C.G0Cl8 -0.017 
t l l 45.96J l.q73J l.S72P. -O.OJCC5 -0.005 
_t. 2_c. ___ 41.2oi_ ______ l.9:?4::.._ __1._czza ______ -=G_.0J_o33 ____ _-:::-0.030 
6 2 l 47.361 1.9990 1.8992 C.CGGC7 0.007 
~ 4 1 4 9 • 4 5 7 l • 8 77 0 l. 8 7 6 5 -~ • 0 D G 1 5 - C • G l 4 
5 3 3· 49.070 1.8550 l.?546 -O.OOC14 -0.013 
__ 6_ 2_2 ___ 49 .698 ______ 1. a 33\J i. a134 o. ooc 12 o. 01 o 
c 3 c 5C:.314 l."Rl2'- --- ------1.e129-----·-c-.00c29-·-;- --0.026-
c 3-1 50.885 1~793() l.7931 G.GOCOZ O.GG2 
~ 4 3 53.243 l.7lq'.) 1.7193 O.OOC33 0.028 
_Ll 1 53.8.18 l.1J?.J ______ l_._!._J(9 __ o_._o_O_OJ_6 ______ 0._031 
6 4 0 54.:Ho l.n%J l.66t.'.+ C.OGG18 0.015 
f: 4 1.. 54.935 1.67.)') l.67t5 0.00020 0.016 
7 2 l 55.512 l.b540 1.6549 O.OJ041 O.Ci33 
6 '• 2 56.629 l.624·J 1.6251 0.00051 o. 042 
1 2 z· 57.167 l.6l:JG l.61C8 C.00037 O.G30 
1 3 1 5~.274 1.5820 l. 5832 G. CCC63 0.050 
t:. 5 0 59.324 1.556'> 1.5571 O.CJ030 0.024 
1 3 2 5 9 • 8 5 3. 1 • 5 4 4 J l • 5 4 4 5 0 • 0 0 0 2 5 0 • 0 Z 0 
g 1 l 61.%2 1.4964 1.4969 O.COC32 0.024 
e 2 o 62.992 1.4744 l.474ft o.coo22 0.011 
B 2 1 63.491 l.4!>40 1.4640 0.00002 O.OQl 
Jl ? 2 65. 0~2- • 4..32.9 ~332.. 00 02.L 0 • .020__ 
e 3 i 66.021 l.4139 l.4137 -0.00014 -0.011 
1 5 1 66.531 l.4043 1.4042 -O.COC04 -O.uu3 
c 6 2 67.022 l.3q5z 1.3950 -D.O'JC17 -0.012 
_J 5 2 fiL.5 6 5 1 .3 853_ 1 ._3.J. 7.J_ ____ -:-0 • 00 63 2-. - - - -:-0 • 4 6 4__ 
B 4 C 6Cl.043 l.3~92 1.3597 O.OOC36 0.026 
E 4 l' 69.522 1.3::>10 1.3512 O.OC019 0.014 
9 1 1· 70.521 1.3343 1.3349 0.00047 0.034 
_ _e_4 2 7!1 • .98_5_ __ ---1.3267_ .. L.326 0._000.1.6 _______ 0.0ll__ 
c; 2 1 7 l • q 2 9 1. 3 11 6 l • 3 l 14 -o • 0 u 0 21 - 0. (.) l 5 
9 2 2 '73.380 1.2"!92 1.2891 -0.00012 . -0.008 
es 1 · 73.901 1.2814 i-.281q o.ono41 0.033 
S 3 2 75 ..... 782 l .Z542 _l.2543 0~0.012 _____ · __ 0.009_ 
B 4 .4 76.748 l.24uS l.2412 o.OOC41 0.028 
C3 4 1 77.682 l.22'P 1.2285 C.00028 0.019 
9 3 3 78.166 1.2218 1.2222 0.00048 0.033 
TABLE 10 
Non-Linear Least-Squares Output for Potassium Altm1 
2.0 
POTASSIUM ALUM 7-17 
H K L D H K L D H K L o' H K L D 
--·----------------------- ----------- ---
1 1 1 7.0188 5 4 l 1.8759 6 4 4 1.4743 2 6 7 1.2386 
2 o o 1::..01es l 4 5 1.8759 o 2 8 1.4743 3 4 8 l.2886 
--2-l-0--5.4368----- 5-.--3- 3-1.8539 -----B- 2--l--- l.4635--8-5--1-1.2815--
2 1 1 4.9o3l 6 2 2 1.8327 7 4 2 1.4635 7 5 4 1.2815 
2 2 0 4.2981 b 3 0 1.8123 2 4 7 1.4635 4 5 7 1.2815 
2 2 1 4.0523 5 4 2 1.8123 1 2 8 1.41::.35 1 5 8 1.2815 
__3_l__L__3. 66 55 _2_.4 __ 5_ 1. 812.3 ______ 6 __ _5_ 3 ___ 1. 4530 9 3_ i __ -1.2-744_ 
2 2 2 3.5(94 6 3 1 1.7925 3 5 6 1.4530 1 3 9 1.2744 
0 2 3 3.3717 1 3 6 1.7925 c /::. 0 l.4327 8 5 2 1.2606 
, 3 2 l 3.24Sl 4 4 4 1.7547 8 2 2 1.4327 2 5 8 1.2606 
--L- 2__3 __ 3. 24S 1 -6- -3 - -2- 1. 73 6 7 - _.a __ 3 __ D _ 1. 4229 _ __!3__ __ 3 __ 2 ___ 1. 253 g_ 
4 0 0 3.03S2 2 3 6 1.7367 6 6 l l.4229 7 6 3 1~2539 
4 l 0 2.9485 5 4 3 1.7193 8 3 l 1.4132 3 t 7 l.2539 
3 2 2 2.9485 3 4 5 1.7193 7 4 3 1.4132 2 3 9 1.2539 
__ 4--_L-J.._ 2.8654 ___ 7 __ ;._ i_ 1.n2.3 ___ 3 ___ 4_J __ _i.4132 ___ _s_4_4 __ J..24oa_ 
3 3 l 2.7890 5 5 l 1.7023 l 3 8 l.4132 6 /:; 5 1.2344 
4 2 0 2.7184 6 4 0 1.1::.859 .7 5 l l.4~38 0 4 9 1.2344 
o 2 4 2.11e4 0 4 6 l.cs~c; 5 5 s 1.4038 9 4 l 1.2200 
___ 4_2_ 1 ___ 2. 652 s __ b ___ !t __ l _ 1. 6699_ __ 1--5 _ _ :i __ 1. 4C 3a ___ _a_ __ 5 __ 3 _1.22 so_ 
1 2 4 2. 6 5 2 9 l 4 6 1. 6 t 9 9 b 6 2 1 • 3 9 4 5 3 5 8 1. 2 2 8_0 
3 3 2 2.5919 0 2 1 1.6699 8 3 2. 1.3854 1 4 9 l.2280 
4 2 2 2.4815 7 2 l l.6544 6 5 4 1.3854 7 7 1 l.2218 
_4 ___ 3 __ 0 __ 2.4314 _____ 5 __ 5_ 2_ l.t:544_. --'*-- 5 __ 6. l.3a54 ____ g__3_3_J..2218 __ 
4 3 l 2.3842 6 3 3 l.6544 2 3 8 1.3854 7 5 5 1.2216 
1 3 4 2.3842 1 2 1 1.6544 1 5 2 r.3765 lo o o l.21s1 
5 1 1 2.3396 6 4 2 1.6245 2 5 7 1.3765 8 6 0 l.2157 
__ 3_3 ___ 3_ 2.33Sl: 2 __ .4 _6. l.6245 _____ 8 __ 4_ CJ_ 1.3592___0_6 ___ 8_ 1.2157_ 
i 4 3 2 2.2575 1 2 2 l.61U2 0 4 8 l.3592 10 1 0 1.2097 
2 3 4 2.2575 5 4 4 1.6102 8 4 1 1.3508 8 6 1 1.2097 
. 0 2 5 2.2575 7 3 1 1.5827 6 b 3 1.3508 9 4 2 1.2097 
~__2_ l __ 2. 21s6_ ---- _ _5 -- 5 __ 3 _ _ 1. 5 82 7 ____ 7 __ 4_4 1. 3508 7 6___4_ _ _1. 209_7_ 
! l ~ 6 ~:t~i~ i ~ 6 i:§~~~ A ~ ~ i:~Z~~ ~ ~ ~ i:~8ii 
I 4 4 1 2.Ll63 6 4 3 1.5565 9 1 l 1.3344 2 4 9 1.2097 
__ 5---2--2._2. ll 63 ___ .. _3 ___ 4_.6--1-5565 ___ _1_ __ 5_3 ___ J. .2344 _ _J_£)_L_l_ _ _J_. 203.1_ i 4 3 3 2.0849 6 5 1 1.5439 3 5 7 1.3344 7 . 7 2 1.2037 
1
1 -~ ·.~ ~ ~=g~=i r ~ f t:~:~i ~ : ~ t:~~~: 
- b 0 0 . 2.£)2£2_ 2 3 7 1-51.39 (1 6 7 __l.31-86 ___________ _ 
4 4 2 2.0262 8 0 0 1.5196 L 2 9 1.3186 
6 ·l 0 1.9986 8 1 0 1.5079 9 2 1 1.3109 
. 6, l 1 1.9721 6 5 2 1. 5079 7 6 l 1.31(.,9 
5 3--2.---1..9:/2l _____ z___s -6--L507-9 ___ .b-_5 __ _s_._l.3109----~------
2 3 5. 1.9721 0 4 1 1.5079 1 6 7 1.3109 
6 2 0 1.9222 8 1 1 1.4964 l 2 9 1.3109 
0 2 6 ·1.9222 7 4 l l.4964 6 6 4 1.2959 
6 2 1 1._8986 ___ _s__5_4_J... 496~_· __ J3_--5-.0--1.2B8~-----------
4 4 3 l.89ee l 4 1 1.4964 9 2 2 1.2886 
0 4 5 1.8986 7· 3 3 1.4852 1 6 2 1.2886 
l 2 6 1.8986 8 2 0 l.4743 8 4 3 1.2886 
TABLE 11 
HKL Generating Output for Potassium Alum 
7 29. 
- REF-I lloEMENT-JtI Nl.JI( I ZING -THE-SUH-OF--THE .. SQUARE S-OF--THE-RES I OUALS---OF-THETA----
A"" 12.15 89A I 
+/- 0.0004 . 
· l.54260-02 
1. 57740-02 
,..--~------~--~------------------~E-Sl.O.UAL-->------H K l 2.;..THETA DCOBSI O(CALCI J./0**2 2-THETA 
l 1 l 12.599 7.0200 7.0200 -0.00000 -o.ooo 
2 ·l 0 lf.280 5.4400 5.4376 -0.00003 -0.007 2 I t 11 • .a6..._ ____ t, • .96.00 4.9639 ____ c.o.oou ..... 6 _____ ...,o.o.L4-
2 2 0 20.648 4.2980 4.2'188 0.00002 0.004 
2 2 1 ·21.912 4.0530 4.0530 -o.coooo -0.000. 
3 l l · 24.251 3.6670 3.t66l -0.00004 -0.006 
3 2 l 27,_420 3.250CL 3.2496 _____ -.o.-o0002 "'"'.0.003.-
4 0 0 29.365 3.0390 3.L397 C.00005 0.007 
4 l 0 30.272 2.95~0 2.9490 -~.00008 -0.011 
4 l l 31.182 2.8660 2.8659 -G.OOOCl -0.001. 
--1. 3-.1.--32.065. -2.JB9 _2. 7894 ________ 0.00004 C.005--
. 4 2 0 32.914 2.7190 2.7188 -0.00002 -0.002 
4 z 1 33. 744 2.6540 · 2.6533 -c.oooca -0.009 
3 3 2 34.562 2.5930 2.5'i23 -('.0Q(!08 -0.010 
-4--2~-- 3t.160 .2.4820--- ----2 .4819 - .. _ _-n.00001 ..,..o. 001-
4 3 l 37.685 2.3850 2.3846 -0.00006 -0.007 
5 l l 3e.438 2.3400 2.340u -(•.OOC'·OO -0.000 
4 3 2 3S.874 2.2590 2.2579 -O.U0020 -0.021 
--5---2-l--40.60 2.2200 ____ -2.2199-... -- _...,.c.cocoz -0 •. 002_ 
4 4 0 41.988 2.1500 2.1494 -0.00012 -0.012 
5 2 2 42.653 2.1180 2.1166 -C.00030 -0.030 
4 3 3 4 3 • 3 6 2 2 • D 8 50 2 • C 8 5 2 C • 0 0 0 0 5 0 • 0 0 5 
5 3 .. 4 • .0.28 2.css 2.os5z _____ u.oooos o.oos_ 
6 0 0 44.66S 2.0270 2.0265 -0.00012 -0.012 
6 l 0 45.305 2.0000 l.~989 -0.00027 -0.026 
: 6 l 1 45.960 . 1.9730 l.~724 -0.00015 -0.014 
~b 2 0 41.201 l.9240------1.9225-----C:.00.042 -0.039-
. 6 2 l 47.861 1.8990 l.8S89 -0.00003 -0.003 
5 4 1 48.457 1.8770 1.8762 -C.00025 -0.023 
I 5 3 3 49.070 l.8550 . l.8542 -0.00024 -0.022 
:__.b 2 2 45.698 l.B33Q _____ l.8330. _____ 0.00001 C.OOL-
6 3 0 5C.3l4 1.8120 1.8125 0.00018 0.016 
6 3 l 50.885 l. 7930 1. 7927 -(l.00009 -0.008 
5 4 3 53.243 1.7190 1.7195 0.00021 0.018 
7 l 1 53.Bl l.J.02 1.7.026----0.000.21• 0 • .020--
6 4 o1 . 54.370 1.6860 l.68H 0.00006 0.005 6 4 54.935 l.6700 1.6702 0.00001 0.006 
7 2 l 5 5 • 51 2 1 • 6 5 40 1 • 6 5 4 6 (' • 0 0 0 2 7 0 • 0 2 3 
6 4 2 5f:.629. 1.6240 1.6248 0.00038 0.031 
7 Z 2 57.167 1.6100 l.6105 C.00023 0.019 
1 3 i 58.274 l.5020 1.5830 0.00048 0.039 
6 5 0 59.324 l.5565 1.5568 0.00015 0.012 
1 3 2 59.853 1.5440 1.5442 c.00010 o.ooa 
8 l l 61.962 l.4964 1.4967 0.00016 0.012 
8 2 o ·62.992 1.4744 1.4745 0.00005 0.004 
8 2 1 63.491 1.4640 l.4638 -C.00015 -0.0ll 
a z 2 65...!142 l. 4328 L .... 432.S '....00010 0 • .00-1-
1 
8 3 l 66.021 ,.. 1.4139 1.4134 -0.00032 -0.024 
7 5 l . 66.531' 1.4043 l.4040 -0.00022 -0.016 
6 6 2 .67.022 .- 1.3952 l.3'747 -0.00035 -0.026 
I 8 3 2 61.-5.65 •' .,-q l.3.a53 l .. 3B56 .001125- O.Ol-9-
1
. 0 4 o 69.043 l.3592 1.3594 o.ouo11 0.012. 
8 4 1 · 69.522 1.3510 1.3510 -c.00001 -o.ooo 
9·1 l 10.521 1.3343 t.3346 c.00021 0.019 
:-......a..~ 2 1~.9B5 l...3267 i.3266 -=0.00004 -0.003-
9 2 l 71.929 ., .. 1.3116. 1.3111 -0.00042 "-0.030 
9 2 2 73.380. 1.2892 1.2888 -0.00033 -0.024 
B 5 L 73.901 ' ' 1.2814 1.2817 0.00025. 0.018 
9 3 2 75.J.82 1. 254 1.254-1-----0.000-10 -0.001-
8 4 4 76. 748 . 1.2408 1.2410 0.00017 0.012 
9 4 1 77.682 1.2282 1.2282 0.00004 0.003 
9 3 3 78.166 1.2218 1.2220 0.00024 0.011 
TABLE 12 
Non-Linear Least-Squares Output for Potassium Alum with Corrections 
::in_ 
REFINEMENT ~INI~IZING THE SUM OF THE SCUARES OF THE RESIDUALS OF THETA 
~l- 1 0:6S~OA 
~~~ ~~HMHs 2!l~H~H 2-rnETAl: 
K 2-lHET A."--·--
RESIDUALS H L 
-· 
__ DIOBSI ____ 
... DICALCl ... 
---· ·---
1/0**2 ··- -····. 2-THETA l 1 l 12.650 6.9919 7.0206 0.00011 0.052 
2 l 0 16.280 5.4401 5.4382 -0.00002 -0.006 
2 1 1 17.850 4.9650 4 .9 643 -0.00001 -0.002 
2 2 0 20.650 4. 29 77 4.2<:i92 0.00004 G. uO 8 




3 1 l 24.250 3,6672 3.6664 -0.00003 -O.J05 
2 2 2 2 5. 3 50 3.5105 3.5103 -o.unoo1 -0.002 
(; 2 3 2 6. 400 3. 3 732 3.3726 .-0.00003 -0.005 
3 2 1 2 7. 4C 0 3.2524 3.2499 -0.00014 -0.021 
4 c 0 29.350 3.0406 3.D4UO -0.00004 -0.005 
't 1 0 30.250 2.9521 2.9493 -0.00022 -0.030 
4 , l 31.200 2.8644 2.8662 0.00015 u .020 
3 i 1 32~050 2.79(13. 2. 1 an -('1.00005 -O.J07 
4 2 0 32.900 2.7201 2.7191 -0.00010 -0.013 
4 2 1 33,SC.O 2.6497 2.6535 0,00041 0.050 
'l ':I 2 .. 34.600 2.5903 .. 2. 5S25. Ci,00026. 0. 031 4 2 2 36.170 2.4814 2.4822 0.00011 O.vl2 
4 3 l 37.680 2.3853 2. 3 84 8 -o.onoo0 -0.0()9 
5 l l 38.450 2.3393 2,34U2 0.00014 0.016 
4 3 2 
--· 3 c;. d 8 c -- 2. 2 5 86 2.2581 -0.00010 -0.011 
5 2 l 4C.600 2.2202 2.2201 - ..:0.0000·2·· -·- - - - .. ._0~002 
4 4 0 42.000 2.1494 2.1496 o.oono4 0.004 
5 2 2 42.670 2.1172 2. 1168 -C-.00008 -0.008 
4 ~ 3 43.300 2.0878 .2.0B54 -0.00053 -0.053 5 1 44.000 2.0562 2.0554 -0.00019 -0.018 
6 (1 l) 44.670 2 .c 269 2.0267 -0.00006 -0.0u6 
6 1 l 45.950 1.9734 l.'1726 -0.00020 -0.019 
6 2 0 47.250 1.9221 1.9227 0.00016 0.015 
5 4 1 4 8. 5G 0 t.8754 1.8763 0.00027 -· 0: 02 5 
5 3 3 49.150 1,8522 l.8~44 0.00070 0.063 
I:. 2 2 4<;. 75 0 1.3312 1. 8 332 C.OOOl5 o. 05 8 
6 3 0 
" 
50.330 1.8115 l. 8127 __ . (l,00042 0.037 
6 3 l 50.850 . l. 7941 1.7929 -0.00043 ·---0.038 
5 4 3 5~.250 l. 7l 88 1.7197 O.OCJC35 0.030 
7 l l 5 3. 80 0 1.7025 1.7028 0.00009 o.oe:a 
_7 2 - 1 --- 5 5. 4 5 0 ·---- ·- -- . -- l • 6 5 5 7 - -- -· - . ·- .. l.6548 _________ -:0.00041 ·---· ·-· .:-0. j 3 4 6 4 0 54.300 l. 68 80 l.6863 -0.00072 -0.060 
6 4 2 56.550 l.6261 1. 6 2 50 -0.00052 -0.043 
7 2 2 57.150 1.6104 1.6100 0.00010 0.000 } ;.5 .. 5 a. 23 o __ -·---··· . 1. s a 3 t ~···---" ... 1,5831 .. 5 9. 40 0 l. 5 5 4 7 1.5569 .. 0.00000 .. -·-· 8: g~g -0.00120 
7 3 2 59.800 1.5452 1.5443 -0.00049 -0.039 
8 l l . 61. 950 1.4967 1.4968 0.00008 0.006 
8 2 0 ~ ~: 66 8·--·-··-- 1 •. 4753 1. 4 746 ··--·· --· ._-:-C. 00040 ....... -- .... -O.u31 8 2 2 l. 43 36 1.4331 -0.00036 -o. 02 7 -- . 
B 3 1 66.050 1. 4133 1. 4136 0,00017 0.0!.2 
7 " l 66.550 1.4039 1.4041 0.00014 0.010 _, 8 'l 2 ·-·· 67. 550 ______ 1. 3856 ____ -- 1.3 858. ____ 0.00016 (J,011 
8 4 l . 6'i.500 . 1.3514 1.3511 - -· ~0.00021 . ···- - -- -···· -0.015 
G f; 7 71.430 1.3195 l.3189 -0.00051 -0.0H 
10 l 0 79. 100 1.2097 1.2100 0.00030 0.021 
TABLE 13 
Non-Linear Least-Squares Output for Potassium Alum Using Experimental 2-Theta Values 
31. 
'REFINEME~l ~INIMIZING THE SU~ OF THE SQUARES O~ THE RESIDUALS OF THETA 
A= 4.636AA B= 
+/- C.0013 
5. 48 76A 
0.0016 
f,= 
.5 .SP._ ID EG.RH S -2=-THELA L; ________ L. 291-9 D-=O ~2 _________________ _ 
~~S F.ESIDUALS !DEGREES 2-THETAI: 2.27330-02 
RE SI DUAL~ 
_H_!\_L __ ?_:: THE T_A Dl O_BS ) Q__(_c_AJ_,C_l 1ID**2 2-THE Tt 
c o 2 · Q.523 Q.2soo 9.?432 -o-:-c:moo9 -0.03s-
c 1 1 16.819 5.2670 5.7607 ~O.O:JC09 -0.020 
1 G C 1 q. 10 8 t, • 6 4 1 C 4 • 6 3 6 8 -C • 0 0 C: (' 8 - 0 • 0 l 7 
__l_D 21._3_9_o 4.-1.42-0 4 .. 1!!..lr..b -\j_,,_O_O_Cl2 -0. 023 
1 1 0 25.107 3.544C 3.5418 -u.OC(;lO -o-;-Jl6-
l l 1 25.569 3.4810 3.4185 -G.GOC12 -0.019 
l 1·2 26.905 3.3110 3.3073 -o.ooc21 -0.031 
l 0 4 ?7.198 3.2760 3.2733 -O.GQ015 -0.023 
G 0 6 28.975 3.0790 3.0811 0.00014 0.020 
l 1 4 31.808 2.8110 2.8112 L.00002 0.002 
O 2 2 34.061 2.6300 2.63C3 G.COGC4 O.OCS 
l 0 6 34.966 2.5640 2.5662 u.00026 O.C31 
O l 7 37.767 2.3800 2.3797 -O.COCC5 -0.005 
C 2 4 3A.100 2.3600 2.3593 -0.00010 -0.011 
l 2 l 3e.421 2.3410 2.3423 O.OJ020 0.022 
-2_ n_.c ___ 39 .B5L _ __ .3.16L_ --2 • .2.LBt:t ____ · D~ 0.0 C39_ __ O. 042. 
l 2 3 40.913 2.204::l 2.205C C.00018 C.019 
l"l 7 42.~53 2.1180 2.1171 -O.OOC18 -0.018 
2 0 4 43.648 2.0720 2.0723 0.00006 Q.j()6 
_ 0_2___t 44 .141._~--- _2. 0-500~ _______ 2._04_9]__ __ __::-0. 00022 ______ __:-_O .021 
2 l 4 46.839 l.9380 1.9387 · O.OOC18 0.017 
2 l 5 49.211 .l.85:.JCi 1.8493 -:-0.00022 -0.020 
2 2 C 51.53? 1.7720 l.77CQ -O.COC40 -G.035 
_ [_3_~ ___ _53. '3 86 _______ .l.J:JuJ _______ 1 • .JOCB__ ___ - c .Ov0 33 _ - ·-- -· o. u2 8. 
? l 7 55.2Cl4 1.66-JO 1.6606 L.COC26 0.022 
TABLE 14 
Non-Linear Least-Squares Output for Prehnite 
32. 
"it"1:1"-t-1''£ME-Nr-1'1ffi11'11 u-NG-THE-Stl~F-f-ttE-S-OU"AR£--5---oF THE -RES t DtJ AlS--OF THE1"A----
A = ll.2284A B= ll.3106A C= 3.9393A 
+I- 0.001_8 0.0020 C.0007 
5SR (DEGREES 2-THETA): 
Rl"S RESICUALS I DEGREES 2-THETA): 
1. 62241)-02 
2.G3960-02 
~----- - - -- ---- -- --- R !: S IDU AL S --- -- - - - - - -
HK L 2-THETA O(JBSI - DfCALCI 110**2 2-THETA 
l l 0 11.064 7.9900 7.CJ686 -0.'00008 -O.J30 
C 2 0 l5.6f:O 5.6540 5.6553 O.OOCCl 0.0u4 
--r-2-0--:--11--:--s-i.o-------s.-0~2 o---- -~ 05CB -c. CGC02 --- -O.uC4 -
2 2 0 22.279 3.9970 3.CJ843 -0.00COCJ -0.015 
1 0 1 24.489 3.6320 3.6328 0.00004 0.006 
1 3 0 24.900 3.5730 3.5741 G.GJCG5 O.:::,s 
-ri-o--- 25.021------ 3~ sS&o-----"3.5533 - - -o .00012 -c. ;:;19-
1 l 1 25.742 3.4580 3.45EB 0.00004 0.006 
C 2 1 28 .054 3.1 790 3.1765 -0. uJC09 -0. Jl 4 
2 3 G 28.512 3.1280 3.1299 O.C.JC'l3 0 • ..--:18 
--211----z9---:-22B- ""3~1l5"30-------3-. 0516 -0. CGClO - -Cl.013 
2 2 l 32.363 2.7640 2.7646 0.00C06 O.DJ8 
3 0 1 33.407 2.6'300 2.68CO O.OrJOOO O.DJl 
3 l l 34.344 2.6090 2.6078 -u.OCC13 -0.Cl6 
----z-4----u--3s~-s-2z.:-------z;5zs,r----- ----?~5254-- c .00005 - o .oc6-
2 3 1 37.025 2.4260 2.4259 -(J.OJOOl -o.o:.H 
C 4 l 39.545 2.2770 2.7768 -O.OOC03 -0.804 
4 3 0 40.003 2.2520 2.2516 -O.O.J008_ -J.008 
-r--z-.1--4-o_-353--- .2330------z;2314---- -- -0. O'JC29 -------- -0.,:,30-
'5 t o 40.951 2.2no 2.2021 · 0.00013 o.c13 
3 3 1 41.284 2.1850 2.1944 -0.00012 -0.Jl2 
4 2 l 43.015 2.1010 2.1G35 G.OOC53 O.C53 
--;L--o-- 43~? CJ7 -z ;osso--------z-.-0311------'--o .oo o 19- -·-c .;01 q--
4 4 0 45.497 1.9920 1.9921 0.00004 O.JJ3 
4 3 1 46.788 1.9400 l.9422 O.OCJC60 0.056 
C 0 2 47.305 1.9200 , l.9197 -O.OJQ09 -Cl.JJ9 
-c--o-·o~48;;23s----- i.qg50------1·.sa51----- o;ooco3 G~'Ji'.i3 -
6 0 0 4g.623 1.8710 1.8714 0.0)012 0.011 
1 6 0 48.985 l.8590 l.R5Sl 0.00034 0.030 
6 l 0 49.325 l.8!+60 1.840 O.COC09 O.OC-8 
-"3-S.1 52.;-911 t--;1290-- --;12s1------ -e.00013-- -----o-;011--
5 3 l 53.044 1.7250 1.7239 -0.00042 -0.036 
1 3 2 54.210 1.6906 1.6912 0.00024 0.020 
2 3 2 56.184 t.6358 t.63b4 o.ooc28 0.023 
-r-z----o----5q-;aCJ i--------1-;.-sr.31.------- t;·<J43z----- u. coco4 - - ----------o~Gu3 -
2 4 2 60.545 1.5280 1.5283 0.0)015 0.012 
3 7 0 62.552 1.4837 1.4835 -0.00014 -0.011 
4 3 2 63.603 , 1.41>17 1.4608 -O.OOC58 -0.044 
5 6 o . 64----;-4lt-.---~ .-.-_------r;--tt-r,·41 L .443-a-- -- - .. c .0001-a- ---- --- --u~o1·3--
TABLE 15 
Non-Linear Least-Squares Output for Stibnite 
33. ' 
i-.EFll\c:···==•:r l"Jt~H'lZI'~" Jh': su:1 CF- THE ~.:::Jt_;..·:s l·F TH= FfSIOUALS Cf lt-Elt. 
.t.=-- l B. 1~'>7 ~ -·-----~=-- -l-{:!.0~11.'3.:\.-------...:-----L.-i>l 4 l.A---------- ----·----
+/- 0.~520 O.Gb97 0.0132 
kESID~ALS 
HK L 2-lHcT/l D!OtlSJ DfCALCJ 110*"*2 2-Tdi:.Tt... 
--1._]_:._o ___ '. !. :; • .6 3:; • .4~ '- ~- .!-C3J _____ , • .o.::i;,,~1_..c_• ~----~C • .o 2 <;;_ 
l 1 l ·c.11L·"'- 5.9L·-11; 5.cS57 -L•ol'dl.•(•it -0.011 
0 4 0 l S o 0 7 0 4 • C 5 L' ;,J 4 • (, 5 1 9 C • !.! Q [: C 4 0. 0 Q 8 
4 0 0 19.45C ~.Stj~ 4.5474 -~.~JL27 -0.654 
--l......3.-1---2.C~ ;.!: 5 . .:......3....1.C!· 1<-.3...<;' ~....n.c..u.&9- - .096-
3 1 l 2c.39c; ... 35u.: 4.?.451; · -c.aoe10 -0.020 
2 4 G 21.393 .,.15._;;_ 4.i.416 -(;.OUu24 -C.044 
4 2 0 21.c57 4.l~v~ 4.0855 -C.00042 -0.078 
--3--3-l_· ---2~.5.02-- "" .C3.C..L. •-t:2bl _,...,..'.l.D••J t.. -f'.D2.J_ 
4 ~ 0 27.24S :3..27v.J 3.2518 -ci.{.•0!.05 -·;.155 
l 5 1 27.357 3.2l.l),, 3.!.930 -C'.C:.J043 -C.06' 
5 l l 2t.3.JS :::.1~1...; :::.1418 -C • .)'.li.153 ·-0.C7S 
_ _n_.2_1-_..2'E....J.1!:. __ ----""..2'-4.'.!.: ________ .2.Ll6U_ i.!.Dlli7 0.15J. __ , 
.? l 0 3::..32; 2.945~ 2.c353 -C.OOC.76 -0.102 
::: 5 i.. 3!.24<; <:".ot.u... 2.es~s -L;.<Jil\JL.::. -o.oo: 
5 3 1 31.5'.l<; · .i'.r37u 2.8351 -0.00011 -0.022 
_(._..£.....!) ___ _2l..3S.l ? • .5£.S~-----2...5.t..22..__ -c 1J_;)'!8l ·-..:..09..6_. 
~ 7 1 3 t.. 7 9 c; 2. 4 4 :;_ u 2 ... 4 4 i IJ • (11) (' 4 3 l' • l1.; c; 
1 1 l 37.3-=t4 ;;:.40c,· 2.;c;s4 -o.u::nrn -~.123 
0 8 0 3E.7CJ5 .?.321... 2 • .:.Zc..1.: . :,;.uul:7S :..OH6 
----B....l.-0---3S • .3;.J ------:.::-2C:£!J___ _ . .2.2.T5J__ _,. "'I~ -.D.25.£..-. 
2 6 0 3S.92S Z.25tiC 2.2534 -CL00045 -0.0·d 
c b 2 4C.3'1t. 2.2;;1;..1 2.27:!<t7 0.00067 L.i.070 
2 t> 2 4 1. 2_(1 t: 2 • 1 8 s (l 2 • l c; s 3 Cl • 0 0 12 0 l 1 • l 2 4 
__ ..:, .....b- .. (! _____ ._ .!., .su; __ ----2.-1 .. :u.e ---2- l..c.79 - ~-~').e..1-1 =-<.:.., l.2 .z __ 
.:, [: 0 4=.l.7C: 2.07111 2.v7VB -P.0011(14 -l'.(\04 
!' 4 (l -14.lBt 2.04E~ 2.G428 -u.00122. -!:..119 
7 5 l .. .:..73E z.02 .. ·.:: 2.0279 (:.\.;vL'-JS -:.092 
3 3-3- __ t..t.~s=-------- ::..s~L-----l-S.!:5-2- t:--1..!-0.l"o .l.'.1;,c_ 
9 ~ l 47.647 1.sc1c.; 1.;225 o.ao442 ~.4uti 
5 1 3 .:,E.5SS l.B72'.,; 1.d759 c.OJl!.8 \.·.107 
~ 2 2 4S.S6C l.824J l.S3t7 0.00415 ~·3,?0. 
--5--3 . ..3 __ 5L7..6t, __ l.lSli _________ ...J.!:'.C~C .0..023 '-·.L.L.0..... 
7 7 !. 5C.885 ;_,7c;3,) 1.7889 -P.00142 -P.124 
· 4 6 2 52.100 1.7540 1.7551 O.OL104l L,035 
a 4 2 52.64S l.737u 1.7579 l:.C!OC:3o i.:.031 
o s 1 --52....,lll -_.:;2.J,.. ~ ,7.15.3 -1. •)"342 -c·zs.c_ 
io 4 o s;. 852 l. 1c·10 l .6S41 -c .002e3 -u.239 
5 5 3 51;.t.37 1.677.., l.t819 O.Ou2CB l:.i74 
0 0 4 5~.732 ·l.64!!V l.c.535 C'.00245 0.2i12 
3 7 3 5t.440 l.629C 1.6342 C..00239 0.l'i5 
7 • 3 5t.781 ~.t20v !.6226 u.00122 u.osc; 
2 2 4 57.479 l.£.Cl2L) l.6025 0.00026 .:.021 
10 2 2 5E.59S 1.574~ 1.57U9 -0.CJ159 -J.1L7 
4 2 4 6C.5Se l.527lo i.5S27 O.lt0321 (1.251 
10 4 2 6!.38S 1.5U9..; l.5C78 -C.OOOB -c.9~0 
9 1. ~ t-2.:>85 1.483.... l.4851 e.00126 l•ou':16 
4 4 4 t3.29E l.~tB0 1.4739 0.00372 t.283 
-~__c;_:;----t;;:;..53£... '--4.l.2;.. --1- .-£.35 C • .C.CC98 ·;....-07-4-
9 3 3 c4.27t l.4~bu 1.4486 0.00040 u.030 
2 t- 4 64.'37'> l'.43ot: 1.4407 0.003·14 li.236 
9 5 1 6t,Olt l.4140 1.4119 -D.00146 -~.108 
4 o i. 67.58'' · .:.:sso ~ .:.:ag-:i 0.00321. · · ">..3-B 
o s 4 10.05c 1.3420 1.3477 o.o0467 ~!:338-· 
B 2 ~ 71.214 I.323v 1.3237 e.oou5S u.0~2 
7 9 72.350 l.3U50 1.3044 -0.00057 -J.041 
4 a 4 _ ____J2....3..9t,. 1 .2..B..9..L: 1.zS?l C.00;.>o? r 2DL 
8 4 4 7"1.4J2 :..2741' i.2E52 0.01072 L1 .758 
3 5 5 75.162 1.2630 1.2209 -0.04399 -3.074 
1 ~ 5 77.027 1.2370 .l.2~35 O.OU!-82 e.476 
" $ 5 7. ... e-.457 ;.21so 1.:;izo9 ·o 0031s a 221 
TABLE 16 
Non-Linear Least-Squares Output for Natrolite 
34. 
NATROLITE 19-1185 
H K l · D H K l D H K L D H K l 0 
·--------
2 2 0 6.5230 l 5 3 l.8824 4 10 2 1.5279 5· 13 1 1.3072 
1 1 1 5.8836 3 9 1 1.8779 12 0 u 1.5237 7 c; 3 1.3049 
----0--4- C- 4.65 50-.. -- 5 - l--3- 1. 873 9----10-- 4--2--1. 5122--10-Ul-D--l. 3046-
4 (J (J 4.5710 2 8 2 1.8614 12 2 0 l.5lt37 9 7 3 l.3011 
l 3 l 4.3869 9 3 1 1.8529 l 9 3 1.5012 11 3 3 1.2964 
3 1 1 4.3512 6 8 0 1.8497 5 11 1 1.4960 14 2 0 1.2933 
---2--4 -0- 4.1482 -- -B -2--2- 1.8411- --·-.9--1--3--1.4869--13-5-1--1.2903.-
4 2 0 4.1031 8 6 G 1.8403 11 5 1 1.4791 4 8 4 1.2903 
3 3 l 3.62S9 2 lu 0 l.8245 4 4 4 1.4709 1 3 5 1.2864 
4 4 0 3.2615 6 6 2 l.8150 4 12 0 1.4693 3 1 5 1.2855 
--l- s .. 1--3.1926. 3. 5_ 3 1.8073 ----3 -9-3--1.4623---..8--4--4---1.2848-
5 1 l 3.1516 5 3 3 1.8023 8 8 2 l.4616 8 12 D l.2838 
0 2 2 3.1070 10 2 0 1.7941 9 3 3 l.4504 4 14 0 1.2770 
2 0 2 3.lOG6 7 7 l 1.7934 12 4 0 1.4481 9 11 1 1.2759 
2 2---2- .. 2.9418.-. - 4 B._2_ l.7555--- B 10. O. l.4'<36-'-h-12--2--1.2751-
2 6 0 2.9386 8 4 2 1.7417 10 8 0 l.4378 12 8 0 1.2748 
6 2 0 2.8961 5 9 l 1.7370 2 6 4 1.4374 11 9 1 1.2715 
3 5 1 2.8625 4 10 0 1.7244 6 2 4 1.4323 12 6 2 1.2633 
--- 5---3 -1- 2.8426------9--5-- l--l.7215----..b-10----2--- l.4313--3--3---5-l-.26U'--
2 4 2 2.5806 10 4 0 1.7018 10 6 2 1.4213 5 11 3 1.2590 
4 2 2 2.5696 1 7 3 1.6369 7 7 3 1.4213 14 4 0 1.2574 
' . 4 6 0 2.5675 5 5 3 1.6807 9 9 1 1.4157 11 5 3 1.2489 
__ 6_. 4 ___ Q_ 2.5496 ___ 7 __ 1- 3_ 1.6747 .. - .l 13 1 .. 1.3956 __ 1-5--5.-1.2400_ 
l 7 l 2 ... 446 0 0 4 1.6480 . 5 9 3 1.3928 5 1 5 1.2375 
5 5 1 2.4261 l 11 l l.633U 7 11 1 1.3886 7 13 1 1.2337 
: 7 l 1 2.4U79 3 1 3 1.6322 2 12 2 1.3876 0 14 2 1.2334 L_o __ a _o_ 2.3275 B .8. o .. 1.6307. _____ 4 .. 6. 4 1.3869-. 6 __ a ___ 4_1.2305_ 
4 4 2 2.3183 7 3 3 1.6230 9 5 3 1.3847 8 6 4 1.2277 
I 3 7 1 2.28t:6 0 10 2 1.6212 6 4 4 1.3840 2 10 4 1.2230 
I B o. 0 2.2855 6 8 2 1.6130 6 12 0 1.3827 2 14 2 1.2223 
L__J_3 ___ 1----2.26l4--- . .B. 6 .. 2 l.6068-----11--1-l--l.37B4----l3---1'-l-l.2218-
0 6 2 2.2594 11 1 l 1.6057 13 1 1 1.3718 6 14 0 1.2190 
' 2 8 0 2.2555 ·10 0 2 1.5989 12 2 2 l.3t.80 3 5 5 1.2178 
I 6 0 2 2.2375 2 2 4 1.5978 12 6 O 1.3677 · 1 15 l 1.2172 
!---8--2 ~-.2. 2196----2 -10.-2- 1. 5963- - --3--13-1-1 .. 3641 5--:3-5--1.2162--
,. 2 6 2 2.1934 6 10 G 1.5889- O 8 4 1.3450 14 0 2 1.2142 
I ii 2. 2 2.1756 3 11 l 1.5832 13 3 l 1.3429 10 2. 4 1.2137 
' 6 6 0 2.1743 10 2. 2 1.5758 4 12 2 1.3420 10 10 ·2 1.2130 
' l l 3--2.-1668---lO---b--.O-l .. 5753---l--ll-3-l-.33.74 9-S--3--l-.2U>0-
4 8 0 2.0741 1 9 1 1.5748 8. 0 4 1.3367 14 2 2 1.2040 
1 3 3 2.0582 9 7 1 1.5682 2 8 4 1.3307 14 6. 0 1.2037 
3 1 3 2.0545 11.3 l 1.5600 12 4 2 1.3258 
----C~'--4---U--2 .. 0 5 l.b----0---4- 4 --1- 5 5 3 5----B-· 2-4 -1 .. 32 32:---,,.--,..---------
5 1 1 2.0450 0 12 0 1.5517 B lO 2 1.3223 
7 5 1 2.0341 4 0 4 1.5503 11 1 3 1.3223 
-4 6 2 2.0255 5 7 3 1.5371 10 8 2 1.3179 6 4 2 ;; • 016 J --5-----3---1: .5 32.5 2 1 4__Q_J_._3.L6.L _________ _ 
1 9 1 1.9625 2 4 4 1.5316 6 6 4 1.3134 L 3 3 3 1.9612 2 12 0 1.5298 1 1 5 1.3117 9 1 l 1.931~. 4 2 4 1.5293 3 11 3 l.3C96 
TABLE 17 
HKL Generating Output for Natrolite 
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.......... "- . ._., .......... •L.J.••" 1 1l_ Jv.-1 \..IJ •11:: ~1. •• ;u'"'":.~ u~ IHt.:. r-C.!:tlU'J,...l~ ut· ,,,=IA 
t.= 1B.25~H 
+1- ..i. 01 Lt! 
(::: ------------~·------6.~'732A 
..i.(;~41 
--S ~--l .JE-C~-E_:S-2~l~[-l .t..J : _ _;i_ l-3-2-0£--CJ---------
~ '-15 I<. ES I DLA LS ( C E GR:: E S 2-111 E Tld : l • C 8 13 IJ-C l 
rtE:SiDL:ALS H I='. L---2=Wu .1:i r.r.s.J .u:-At.U l 'O *~ 1-='.l-H.E...:t.A 
2 2 0 !~.633 b.4SLU t.5171 ~.0J~2~ 0.0~7 
l 1 l ;..:.11l'= 5.i:;.;,1u :.oE;; -1 .•JtJ"~:> -0.043 
o .r. o is.t11c 4.6su.• -4.(.:47 c·.ouc:.::; 0.01; 
4 a 0 I S._bcS ' ..._5:,_! 1 • -5.L.22 ·~:.c.~i__ a Cl.ft_ 
l 3 l 2C.3U5 4.3700 4.3E:.6 0.nn~4n o.U7o 
3 1 l 2C.39S ~.35CC 4.3478 -0.08GG5 -C.011 
2 4 b 21.39:: -t.l'.>'-"' 4.l4!o5 -G.~\..:u;.._ -l•.ulB 
_.:,-2-() ___ ? l.L5J ,,_J.L:i:..L. .4+0.S.15 -C«1Lli'°1•7 -~.U-LU.3-
3 3 l 24.5J2 ~-6~~= 3.621s -c.c~~~s -0.015 
4 4 o 21.z4c; :;.21•v 3.2596 -c,.u·J••l!. -o.097 
1 5 l 27.857 .:..2.Jl.'.• 3.1S24 -1:.o.1n47 -C.063 
_ __s__1 1 ?E • .::ins _____ 2.15~_; _____ -2.1_.;,.:z_;) - · ~.1.ft .. __ .,._n_o2£L 
0 2 2 22.775 ::.: ..... t•l; 3.ll•75 O • ..JJl'5(1 O,J7l 
2 t: 0 30.325 2-.<?.:+50 2.'i1379 -C.(J~IJ55 -0.075 
3 5 l 31.24<; 2.flcJ.) 2.St.14 C.0~012 0.016 
---5-3 1 3 l-50 c ----.?--2 3:/!J__ 2-...03.9 • ..D.!..l.u..?-4 -0....03-.?-
4 6 0 34.B9t 2.5~90 2.566G -~.c:~~5 -0.042 
1 7 l 3t.78<; 2.L4iL' 2.44 .. 4 f1.L'111147 0.054 
7 l l 37.3~4 2.40c0 2.4J45 -0.0J021 -0.024 
___Q_,.8_!) __ 3.f.. 7..t. :, ______ ..,2.3 21..J- -L :::.2.J;_ I' '" "1..0.l.---- ---D-110-
3 1 1 3S.3.:.7 ;,..2s:.l• 2.2ssu -0.o;J1·34 -0.037 
2 B 0 3c.9z9 2.2560 2.2552 -G.OCC!4 -C.Oi5 
i o 2 .:.C.3Sl ~.231-.; 2.2;57 v.e::i-::s.:. c1.os9 
--2~--.:.-1-.-2.('-{_ -~-l.--BSI'L -~J-S~~ c O·'.l.!.:..f-2 ··....0.B-5-
6 6 0 41.503 2.174~ 2.172~ -O.CJC;2 -C.032 
4 8 o 4?..c7C. 2.t•7:.•J 2.t•733 l·.<•,~ .. s:. 1 .. 0:.0 
6 .. o .4.lBt 2.r.:.~o 2.04Bb o.oun~a c.011 
_ __]_5_J. ___ ;, ;. ]33,_ ______ ____:::_ -2!.J ____ 24i.;:::2[: _____ -!J--'.J1£2 ..( • .i.B6-
:3 3 3 :+t.283 i..9c:.iu · 1.9cil <'.u.;.:;2-:; D.02s 
1 5 3 47.L47 l.Y~7C !.3825 -U.00713 -C.657 
s 1 :i .:.e.595 1.372.J l.ti7~3 · u.0::c4t t•.u3·o 
z Jo o 4 c .5.b n _LE 2~Ll ______ · _L B.2--i3 a r:.o 1 · .!.'....OQ.9_ 
10 2 C 5C.764 l.797l 1.7912 -0.002C0 -0.176 
7 7 l SC.d85 :...793v l.7Si9 -l•.Oih1:=,f: -0.032 
4 B 2. 52.1nn 1.7540 1~755n o.OJ33& c.033 
a 4 2 c: 2.£....4..s :5:J.. _ 1<d1 '" n 111 _n_io-1-
410 0 53.ll77 l.724t• 1.7239 -l·.OU,111-T -0.003 
10 4 0 5::.852 l.7Cl0 l.bSt;3 -C.G~C:C..2 -0.u57 
5 5 3 54.t37 1.677':: l.C:.8:)3 (;.(JJ13S 0.1:;,5 
0 0 4 5 5. 73 2 l • 6 4 fiO l • 6 4 8 3 o • DJ O 13 0 . 0 l 1 
3 7 3 St.440 l•62SO 1.6321 C.C~144 o.118 
7 3 3 5t.781 :.62uu i.622i v.00G~7 0.079 
2 2 4 57.47<; l.t:-('20 l.SSSO -r..00196 ~c.1sa 
7 9 l 5B.59S l.574~ 1.5738 -u.~~uC9 -o.ooa 
410· 2 6C..5B6 l.52711 j,,.5216 (l.OOl}3c C:.u2B 10 4 2 61.389 l.5u9u 1.5105 ·c.oac0s u.066· 
9 i 3 62.se~ 1.4330 l.4t357 0.c:ul66 <>.121 
---4-l,,,~ 3,-2-9 E- .t.Sv l. 4 t,l;{) 0 .~.!..&±-- C~.0-++-
5 9 3 63.SBf 1.462U 1.4622 C.00014 G.010 
9 3 3 64.27t l.44Bu 1.4493 o.oove3 ~.062 
2 6 4 64.979 1.4360 1.4375 ·~;00102 t.077 
G 9 l 6!.0lf. 1.411..i·. l 4145 n.r•fli'3b r. 021L 
9 5 3 67.581 l.3&5v l.3837 -~-~009~ -0.010 
412 2 70.05f: 1.3420 1.3418 -G.OCCl'C\ -0.013 
6 2 4 11.214 l.3Z~J l.322c -u.DOl27 -0.021 
_;____J, 9 3 72....3..5..C. . tt~"' J .311;.. -o,O·)l•SP -0 Old.-
4 8 4 73.394 l.ZB<;G 1.2902 . O.oC!Jll~ O.Otil 
12 8 0 74.402 i.274J l.2733 -~.0007L -0.050 
12 t 2 75.lb2 1.2630 l.2clB -C.00117 -0.082 
5 1 ? J7,Q27 ·1 23:1' 1 1 0 2375 {\.•.1;•ii: 0.Q.3..5__ 
ll~ L 7E.457 l.2l8V l.217i -~.uu09~ -u.06S 
TABLE 18 
Non-Linear Least-Squares OUtput for Natrolite with Corrections 
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